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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the study.-- The purpose of the study is to ob-
tain information about the post-high school careers of former 
students in order to: 
1. Judge how effectively they are prepared for the future 
2. Determine strengths and weaknesses of the present cur-
riculum 
~. Revise the curriculum in the light of unmet needs. 
Justification of the study.-- The study is justified for 
the following reasons: 
1. The follow-up study in general is valuable for the 
following reasons: 
a. To discover educational and vocational problems met 
by former students. 
b. To learn how former students adjusted to fellow 
workers and supervisors. 
c. To disclose the emotional stability with which 
former students adjusted to marriage, friends, and 
home. 
d. To use tne findings of the study as a basis for 
evaluation, placement, and/or other guidance. 
-1-
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ElliJ3 stated: 
Curriculum planners must first identify and define 
those vocational and economic needs which apply generally 
to all youth in our democratic society; second, they must 
identify and define the specific vocational and econoffiic 
needs of the youth in the local community through the in-
telligent applicatiop of research techniques at the local 
level; third, they must meet these needs by providing 
school experiences which are appropriate and meaningful to 
each individual at his level of awareness and experience. 
Scott3 said: 
General rather than specialized education should con-
tinue to be the main goal of the high school. Thi s is so 
because a majority of the labor force now works at jobs 
which require little or no training, and because all in-
dividuals as citizens, consumers, and members of worker 
groups help to determine the course of our economic and 
vocational life. Knowledge, understandings and attitudes, 
particularly the named, represent more important educa-
tional goals for youth of any type than do s pecific voca-
tional skills. 
The sudden growth of secondary school population has made 
it necessary for school administrators to provide a different 
kind of education than that of the past. The formal academic 
education is no longer required by the majority of student s . 
In regard to this it was stated by the Billerica School Depart-
ment:4 
In meeting the needs of the secondary school youth, 
we have recognized certain basic ·premises: that every 
2G. Gordon Ellis, "Vocational and Economic Needs of Youth," 
The High School Journal, 35:162-190, March, 1952. 
3c. Winfield Scott, "Suggestions for the Improvement of 
High School Programs in the Area of Economic and Vocational 
Needs," The High School Journal, 35:185, March, 1952. 
4secondary School Housing, Town of Billerica School 
Department, 1951, p. 4. 
-"--====- --- -
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youth shall be a£forded the opportunity to obtain at least 
a high school education; that every youth shall have the 
£ullest opportunity for moral and ethical development in 
keeping with the ideals and principles o£ life in an 
American Democracy; that every youth has certain needs 
and responsibilities that are common to all adolescents 
in perpetuating our democratic society; that every youth 
as a person of inherent worth dif£ers from every other 
young person in respect to health, mental ability, inter-
ests and background. These premises then require that our 
high school provide: a program of studies in general ed-
ucation that will insure the unity of our people for the 
common good; diversified experiences and educational ser-
vices that will meet the educational, vocational and avo-
cational needs o£ our youth; counseling that will help 
young people make intelligent choices beneficial to self 
and society; those services that will assist youth to be 
physically and mentally healthy. 
The present high-school curriculum consists of four 
courses: technical, classical, commercial, and general. The 
commercial course is open only to those students who success-
£ully complete two years of bookkeeping. Three of the courses 
permit very little choice on the part of the student. The 
general course allows a great deal of £ree,dom in electing sub-
jects. 
Figure I show s the re quired and elective. subjects £or 
the four courses of study. 
Scope of the study.--
1. The topics included in the construction of the ques-
tionnaire are: personal history, educational history, 
occupational history, and general information--includ-
ing comments about the present school program. 
2. The study includes the £ormer graduates and drop-outs 
£rom Howe High School from the classes of 194'7, 1948, 
5 
classical 
Required 
Courses 
REQUIRED SUBJECTS COMMON ' 
TO ALL COURSES OF STUDY 
English I, II, III, IV 
Domestic Science I, or 
Manual Training I 
, Physical Education 1 
, U.S. History and Problems, 
of American Democracy 
, Hygiene 
Technical 
Required 
Courses 
f I 
Commercial 
Required 
Courses 
Algebra I 1 Algebra I, II ,Arithmetic 
French I, II ,French I, II ,Bookkeeping I, 
Geometry , Geometry 1 II 
Ancient History1 Chemistry ,Geography 
' 
General 
Required 
Courses 
1Jr. Bus. Tr. 
,world History 
Latin I, II ,Civics 1 Jr. Bus. Tr. 
,General Science 1 Stenography I, 1 
1 Physics 1 II 1 
,Solid Geometry ,General Science, 
,Trigonometry ,Typewriting I, 1 
Classical 
Elective 
Courses 
Technical 
El~ctive 
courses 
1 II, III 
,world History 
Commercial 
El~ctive 
courses 
f 
General 
Elective 
courses 
c 
0 
lvi 
M 
0 
N 
T 
0 
A 
L 
L 
Aeronautics Domestic Science Manual Training 
Practical Arts Biology Drawing Music Spanish I,II 
Latin III, IV 'World History 
Chemistry 
French III 
Physics 
Solid Geometry ' 
Trigonometry 
'French I, II, 
I III 
'Economics 
' I 
' I 
t 
' 
' 
' 
FIGURE I 
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'Arithmetic 
'Algebra I, II 
'Ancient Hist. 
'Bookkeeping I, 
I II 
1 Civics 
'Economics 
'Geography 
'Beometry 
'Stenography I, 
I II 
'Typewriting I, 
1 II, III 
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1949, 1950, and 1951. This group was chosen becau se 
or the rapport that had been established between these 
students and the writer. 
3. These five classes of former students represented t wo 
distinct groups. The students in the classes of 1947 , 
1948, and 1949 attended high school at a time when 
there was no organized guidance in tne school . The 
students in the classes of 1950 and 1951 had the b ene-
f i t of an organized guidance department in t h eir last 
y;ear : or two of high school. 
Description of Billerica.-- Billerica is a residential, 
farm, and mill town a pproximately t wenty miles rrom Boston a nd 
five miles from Lowell. It consists of twenty-six and one-hal f 
square miles of land. The town is made up of separate sections, 
each one a village in itself. Because these sections are so 
wides p read, it is necessary to transp ort ninety per cent of 
t h e high school and junior high school students. 
Many of the residents, formerly from Boston or surrounding 
towns, h a d p reviously moved to summer cottages during the de-
pression, and later made these cottages into permanent homes. 
Until recently the zoning and building laws were such t ha t it 
was not n ecessary to build homes with cellars or with any p ar-
ticular sp ecifi cations. It was, therefore, less expensive to 
live in Billerica than in l a rger cities or towns nearby. Th e 
lack of building laws and the low tax rate were two main fac-
tors that c ontributed to the sudden rise in population du ring 
7 
the past fifteen or twenty years. 
Some of the residents are employed as professional, skilled 
or semi-skilled workers in Boston and suburban towns, to which 
they commute daily; others ar e employed in the two local woolen 
mills or in the Boston and Maine Car Shops, the two main local 
industries; and still others are fruit and vegetable, chicken, 
or dairy farmers. 
There are four elementary schools and one combination 
high and junior high school in the t ·own. The Howe High School 
is now on the 11 two-platoon system.n The high school students 
attend the morning session, and the junior high school stu-
dents attend the afternoon session. 
Growth of the town population.-- The high birth rate and 
the influx of families from Lowell and greater Boston during 
the past twenty years have made it necessary to begin the con-
struction of a new elementary school building, just two years 
after the completion of an addition of fourteen rooms to an 
elementa~y school in one section of the town. This building 
was overcrowded the first day it was used. Furthermore, the 
townspeople have appropriated money for the planning and build-
ing of a new high school. Since 1920 the population has in-
creased from 0,700 to approximately 11,000 in 1952. There was 
an averag e annual increase of 192 persons per year from 1920 
to 1945, as compared to an average annual increase of 520 
persons per year from 1945 to 1952. 
---- ---~-_:::.:=_ ______ ---=-"=._--=---~----=--- -- ~--
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CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND OF FOLLOW-UP STUDIES 
Need for follow-up studies.-- Investigation of the litera-
ture reveals the use of the questionnaire in follow-up studies 
for many decades. These surveys have explored the use of lei -
sure time, evaluated school curricula and administration, and 
searched for facts that could be obtained only by questioning a 
large number of indiv1duals through the use of an inquiry form, 
constructed for the purpose of the particular research. 
Such a follow-up study may be of tremendous assistance to 
administrators in searching for helpful information necessary 
for revi sing and expanding the present curriculum to meet the 
needs of high school students. 
Follow-up studies nelp to discover many problems stu-
dents face as they leave school and begin work, go on to 
institutions of higher learning or undertake home respon-
sibilities. 
Difficulties of subject-matter achievement, study 
habits, selection of courses, and many other problems of 
college adjustment, become known to high-school students 
more readily when follow-up reports are received from 
college students whom they knew in high school. 
Follow-up studies frequently reveal that former stu-
dents h ave difficulty in getting along with fellow workers, 
supervisors, or customers. vVhen this is known, specific 
aspects of the problem of human relations can be studied 
as a part of the school curriculum. 
The selection of friends, getting along in the hom~ 
-9-
overcoming shyness, and maintaining emotional stability, 
are needs of youth that schools or other agencies have 
discovered through follow-up studies.l 
The follow-up study serves more than one purpose. The 
first and most important is that of obtaining facts and opin-
ions of former graduates and drop-outs to discover what knowl-
edges and skills acquired during their high-school education 
were most helpful to them in adjusting to adult life, continu-
ing their education and/or gaining job satisfaction. The sur-
vey may also be of assistance to former students in that the 
administration may provide counseling or information that could ' 
be advantageous to the individual in securing a position, or at 
least in making him aware of job opportunities or opportunities 
for further education. 
Follow-up studies of both college and secondary schoo~ 
leavers are especially pertinent to the problem of deter-
mining the relation between academic achievement and sub-
sequent success in life because they emphasize an aspect 
completely overlooked by studies concerned only with the 
numbers of persons who are successful ooth in academic 
.achievement and subsequently, in life. 2 
Supervision of employment, or 'follow-up," as it is 
often termed, has two major objectives. The first con-
cerns the service to the individuals supervised. Many ' 
problems met in first positions will not have been antici-
pated in the program of the school and such problems as 
are treated may not have been adequately covered to pre-
pare the individual to meet them successfully without as-
sistance. The second objective involves a check-up on the 
lclifford E. Erickson, A Basic Text for Guidance Workers 
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1947), pp. 390-391. 
2wilma T. Donahue, Clyde H. Coombs, and Robert M. W. 
Travers, The Measurement of student Ad ustment and Achievement 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1949 , p. 208. 
10 
vocational guidance and vocational education provided in 
the school. The final test of a guidance or educational 
service lies in the capacity of former students to meet 
the demands of their work after leaving school.3 
Va lue of follow--up studies.-- Hamrin and Erickson4 list 
these values in following-up graduates: 
1. Continued interest in a person after he has left a 
particular institution has a most salutory effect 
upon him. 
2. If schools never follow-up their graduates, both 
those who go on to other institutions, and those 
who immediately take their places in the work -a-
day world, how can it know where it is weak and 
where it is strong? Suggested changes in curricu- 1 
lum, methodology, and guidance can be made much 
more intelligently with such information at hand. 
3. The school must demonstrate interest in its 
product if it is to win l:i:ne confidence of prospec-
tive employers. 
4. All tovmspeople are interested in the success of 
the home-town boy and girl. When the school is 
able to report such successes from time to time, 
the people will be led to think, perhaps uncon..o· 
sciously, that somehow or other, the schooi . has 
been a factor in the attainment of these successes 
on the part of its graduates. 
5. A follow-up program can be of worth to the pupils 
still in school, especially if they have some part 
in the program. One can learn from the experience 
of others. High-school students are fully as 
likely to heed the suggestions of those who have 
just preceded them as to heed the suggestions of 
their teachers. 
Objectives of a follow-up study.-- The following are the 
3Leonard v. Koos and Gra yson N. Kefauver, Guidance in 
Secondary Schools (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1932), p. 498. 
4Shirley A. Hamrin and Clifford E. Erickson, Guidance in 
The Secondary Schools (New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 
Inc., 1939), pp. 319-321. 
ll 
objectives of a follow-up study as listed by Smith.5 
1. To determine the holding power of the school. 
2. To discover grade levels at which most drop-outs occur. 
3. To learn why pupils leave school before graduation. 
4. To seek information which will provide clues for iden-
tifying potential drop-outs. 
5. To determine the mobility of former pupils. 
6. T_o det ,ermine the percentage of drop-outs and graduates 
who seek further training after leaving school, and 
whether the secondary schools should provide training 
of the kinds pupils seek later. 
I! 
7. To determine the percentage of pupils who enter college,' 
and what colleges. 
8. To determine the percentage of former pupils who enter 
employment immediately after leaving school. 
9. To evaluate the effectiveness of the school's placement 
activities. ~ 
10. To discover employment opportunities for young workers , 
in the local community. 
11. To discover the barriers to employment and occupational ' 
adjustment encountered by former pupils. . 
12. To obtain the opinions of former pupils concerning the , 
efficacy of the guidance program. 
13. To obtain opinions concerning needed modifications of 
the curriculum in light of the experiences of former 
pupils. 
14. To compare the occupational stability and adjustment of 
graduates and drop-outs. 
15. To compare the occupational interests of pupils with 
those expressed by them before leaving school. 11 
16. To identify former pupils who need further counseling 11 
to aid them in making more adequate personal, education-
al, or occupational adjustments. 
17 . To identify former pupils for whom the school might 
offer additional education, training, or other needed 
services. 
If the questionnaire for a follow-up study is carefully 
planned so as to yield the information directed at through the 
objectives, much can be done to improve the curriculum and the 
philosophy of education of the school. With the co-operation 
5Glenn E. Smith, Principles and Practices of the Guidance 
Program (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1951), pp. ~09-310. 
of tne administration and the teaching staff, these objectives 
must be put into effect to meet the needs and interests of 
each individual student in the hope of cutting down tne number 
of drop-outs each year. 
Kinds of follow-ups 
A. Interviews 
1. Advantages 
a. Personal approach 
b. Questions may be fully explained 
c. Opinion questions may be thoroughly explained 
2. Disadvantages 
a. Difficult to follow-up large number 
b. Expensive 
c. Opinion question may not receive honest 
answer. May receive anticipated answer 
d. Time consuming 
B. Questionnaires 
1. Advantages 
a. Many people may be reached in short time 
b. Practical 
c. Less hesitation shown in opinion questions 
d. Valuable source of information which cannot 
be secured in any other way in such a short 
time. 
2. Limitations 
a. An insufficient number of returns may .y:ield 
bias in data, unless successive attempts are 
made to secure a nigher per cent of returns 
b. Replies to questions of opinion about values 
of training received in school may be colored 
because of length of time out of school and 
incorrect memories 
c. Intelligence may affect answers to questions. 
Some former students may anticipate answers 
to questions. 
d. The questionnaire is unreliable as a source 
of information 
e. It is time-consuming for the respondent. 
l:3 
Scope.-- Follow-up studies have been done in the fields 
of administration, supervision, curriculum, methods of teaching, 
tests and measurement, statistics, philosophy, research and 
others. 
The information received may benefit students in making 
future plans. From the experiences of former students they will 
ii 
be able to anticipate the types of adjustments that must be made 
from student life to adult life and the kinds of employment tha~ 
,, 
are available. 
Research by experts aims to discover new truth; when 
discovered, this new truth is used in various ways: (1) to l 
give new material for courses and curricula, (2) to form 1 
tne basis for the organization of schools and colleges and 
for the improvement of methods of teaching, (3) to promote 1 
necessary legislat~on especially that relating to school 
attendance, and condition of labor, (4) to give students 
trustworthy information on important topics where they are 
not able to secure it for themselves, (5) to furniSh tools 1 
for tne counselor. From one point of view this type of 'I 
investigation forms the background for guidance; it is one 
of the necessary elements in the preparation of tne guid- 11 
ance worker in order that he may guide properly. From 
this point of view investigation itself is not guidance 
but is a fundamental prerequisite for it.6 
Follow-up studies also prove beneficial to the teaching 
staff. It makes the teachers aware of vocational and educa-
tional adjustments made by former students and it points out 
the reasons for the necessity of continuous evaluation of sub-
ject matter. 
A follow-up study which stops at the 
securing data is hardly worth the effort. 
i 
point of simply ' 
It is impossibl~ 
6 Arthur J. Jones, Princi}les of Guidance (New York: McGrav.;l 
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1934 , p. 107. 
14 
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, :for a mere ob:erv~r t~ make specific suggestions :for curri~l 
ulum changes or other improvements. Changes must, of necesl 
sity be effected by the school authorities in each par- II 
ticular instance. There are a number of broad implication~! 
however, which have been pointed out in this article: (1) A 
definite need of curriculum revision in order to provide a 1
1 
program of instruction more nearly in line with what the 
majority of these pupils will encounter after they leave 
school. (2) A program which will provide a better service I 
to the pupils, including continuous inventory of interests 
and abilities, opportunities, counseling, placement, and Jl 
continuous follow-up of all school lea.vers.7 
A most important reason for follow-up studies is to dis-
close the causes for drop-outs. Obviously, the school has not 
1 met its obligations in satisf'ying the needs of these students. , 
I• I 
I 
I 
,I 
The school program may not be adequately prepared to meet these j. 
needs. The most frequent cause for dop-outs is the failure of II 
subject matter to satisfy the needs of the students. This fail~l 
ure may be due to lack of interest on the part of the student. 
An effort must be made to discover the reasons for this lack of 
interest, and adjustments must be made to eliminate the high 
percentage of drop-outs each year. 
Bella suggests what to do about it: 
1. Provide adequate educational opportunities for all the 
youth who are capable and who are desirous of taking 
advantage of them. 
2. Increase the extent to which the schools can effec- 11 
tively participate in the solution of the youth problem 
concerning those youth, who though provided by their 
parents with adequate opportunities, choose to leave 
school at relatively low levels. Adapting school pro-
grams to their interests and needs. 
7 Chisholm, 2£· .£!!., p. 285. 
Baoward M. Bell, Youth Tell Their Story (Washington, D.C.: 
American council on Education, 1938), p. 
11 16 
Baer and Roeber9 state the value of follow-up studies: 
Many reasons have been given for conducting follow-
up studies, but the principal reason seems to be an evalu- , 
ation of the educational programs offered in the school. 
The experiences of conducting a follow-up study this 
year are always valuable in planning a similar study next 
year. Therefore, a follow-up study is not complete until 
the experiences in conducting it have been evaluated. 
This evaluation covers both the strengths and the weak-
nesses in the procedures used, together with suggestions 
or recommendations for better or new procedures to be em-
ployed in subsequent follow-up studies. 
Follow-up studies have revealed many important facts. 
However, the gathering of data, in most cases, has been used 
merely for interpretation and nothing more. It is important 
that the relationsn ip of these facts be discovered. A follow- 1 
up study is just the beginning. The information has been ob-
tained. The next step is the most important--that of doing 
something constructive about the information obtained . Evalua-
tion and research are of primary importance only in .so far as 
they are used as a means to an end and not an end in themselves. 
9Max F. Baer and Edward c. Roeber, Occupational Informa-
tion, Its Nature and Use {Chicago: Science Research Associates, 
Inc., 1951), p. 280. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Source.-- Permission was obtained from the school adminis-
trators to conduct the survey by sending out inquiry forms to 
the graduates and drop-outs or the last five classes, 1947 , 
1948, 1949, 1950, and 1951. 
School records were used to obtain the names, addresses, 
and courses of these students. These names were checked with 
the graduation lists to determine the names and numbers of those 
students who had dropped out of the school before graduation. 
Methods of procedure.-- An intensive review of literature 
and questionnaires which had been used in other surveys was mad~ 
and the information that was considered pertinent to this study ! 
was compiled and put into the form of a five-page questionnaire ;! 
consisting of four major sections: personal history, educational 
history, occupational history, and general information. 
After the items were compiled and the questionnaire was 
set up, it seemed advisable to make a sample inquiry to try out 1 
tne quest i onnaire. 
A group of ten former students, a drop-out and a graduate 
from each of the five classes, were personally asked by the 
writer to meet at the school at an appointed time to answer the 
questions of the inquiry form. These ten former students were 
-17-;-
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chosen at random from the lists of students who were known to 
be in Billeri ca at the time the questionnaire was prepared. 
During the sample questioning several points of clarifica-
t~on were made and noted so that the questions might be reworded · 
and clarified. After t h e questionnaires were completed by this iJ 
sample group, the writer discussed the items with the ten 
former students and received a few suggestions, which were used 
in revising the inquiry form. 
The high school students were asked to assist in duplica-
ting the inquiry form and in assembling the questionnaires, 
letters, and self-addressed envelopes. They voluntarily of-
fered to distribute these forms to the members of their faro-
ilies and to their neighbors. These students were of tremen-
I 
1 
dous assistance in setting up the mailing list, since they knew ' 
many of the graduates and could give the married names and 
changes of address for many of the former students. 
The questionnaires that were not delivered by t h e high 
school students were mailed in June, 1952 , accompanied by a 
letter of explanation and a self-addressed envelope. After 
three days, a follow-up postal card was sent to each former 
I 
student urging him or her to answer and return the form as s oon 
as possible. At the end of another week, a second postal card 
wa s mailed to the former students who had still not returned 
the questionnaire. 
The high school students were also asked to assist in 
collecting the forms from the members of their families, 
18 
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neighbors, and friends. Former students were also contacted by '' 
, telephone and personally asked to return the forms. 
No further follow-up was made until December, 1952, at 
which time a second letter of appeal, questionnaire and self-
' addressed envelope were sent to the members of the classes of 
,' 
1947 to 1951 who had not responded to the first mailing. 
Review of returns.-- Table 1 shows that 743 students had 
been enrolled in the classes of 1947, 1948, 1949, 1950, and 
1 1951. Of this number, 383 graduated, a total of 52 per cent; 
45 per cent boys and 55 per cent girls. 
Three hundred sixty of these 743 former students did not 
complete their high school education, with slightly more than 
half (54 per cent) boys. 
Table 1. Number of Graduates and Drop-Outs from Howe 
High School, 1947-1951. 
Graduates Drop-outs · Total 
Boys 172 194 366 
Girls 211 166 377 
Total 383 360 743 
Studies Show that the fall is the beat time of year to mak~ 
l 
I 
a survey. The best results are obtained at this time; neverthe~ 
less, the writer felt that it was necessary to send out the 
questionnaires for this survey in the spring of the year, be-
cause the writer was changing teaching positions. Because 
of the slow returns, however, it was considered advisable to 
make a second attempt to secure more returns, and therefore, I I 
II 
II 
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a second letter of appeal and a duplicate of the questionnaire 
were mailed to those former students who had not returned the 
inquiry form. Table 2 shows the final results of the number of 
· questionnaires received. 
Table 2. Number of Returns Received from Former Gradu-
ates and Drop-Outs. 
Per Per Per 
Graduates Cent Drop-outs Cent Total Cent 
Returns Received 147 40 64 ll'l . 211 28 
Address Unknown 131 36 93 24.5 224 30 
Deceased 3 1 2 .5 5 1 
No reply 85 23 218 58 303 41 
., 
Total 066 49 377 51 743 100 
Table 2 indicates that a total of 211, or 28 per cent,, 
former students returned their questionnaires. One hundred 
I 
forty-seven, or 40 per cent of these respondents were graduates; 
' and s ixty-four, or 17 per cent of the respondents had dropped 
out of scnool before completing their education. 
There were 224, or 30 per cent of these 743 former stu-
dents who n ad moved from Billerica and left no forwarding ad-
dress. 
Table 3. Number of Respondents by Sex. 
fer 1 Per I Per Graduates Cent.Dro12-outs Qent iTotal Qent 
Boys 57 39 I 30 47 I 87 59 I 
Girls 90 61 I ~4 53 124 41 
Total 147 70 l 64 30 211 100 
JZO 
Table 3 indicates that a larger percentage of girls than 
boys responded to the questionnaire. It might be that: 
1. Girls place more value upon such a survey than do boys. ' 
2. It is a result of having more girl graduates. 
3. Girls are more cooperative, submissive, satisfied in 
school, have more time., fewer have moved out of 
Billerica, or are conformists. 
Scope.-- ~ne study includes a survey of the classes of 
1947, 1948, 1949, 1950 , and 1951 concerning the following: 
I 1. The number of students who enrolled at Howe High School, 
I 
the number of students who graduated, and the number 
of students who dropped out of school before completing 
their education. 
2. The number of students who left school and their rea-
sons for leaving. 
3. The number of students who married, and how soon after 
_leaving school were they married. 
4. The subjects not .elected or not offered that the stu-
dents wish they had studied. 
5. The value of the students' high school education. 
6. The desire for more tr.aining of a vocational nature. 
7. The subjects taken that proved to be of most general 
value, least general value, most vocational value and 
least vocational value. 
8. The number of students who have attended schools since 
high school and the schools attended. 
I 
' 
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9. The number of students who received scholarships and 
the reason the scholarship was given. 
r 
II I 
10. The number of students who took post-graduate work and , 
' 
the field chosen. 
.I 11. The number of students who worked during their college • 
I 
career and the kind of work obtained. 
12 . The reasons that influenced former students in choos-
ing their college or school. 
13. The number of students who felt that their academic 
education did or did not prepare them for college. 
14. The present occupational status of former students. 
15. The types of employment these students entered. 
16. The number of months between leaving school and the 
first full-time job. 
17. How the former students secured their present positionL 
18. To what extent their present job offers opportunities 
for advancement. 
19. The average salary per week of these students. 
20. The number of students satisfied or dissatisfied with 
their present positions. 
21. The reasons for unemployment. 
22. The kinds of occupations for which these students 
have had special training. 
23. Where this training was obtained. 
24. Vfhether the school permitted habits of work not 
acceptable to employers. 
22 
25. Wbether scnool gave a fair picture of what the soc i al-
I 
I 
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economic world would be. J 
26. The number of students who have felt a need for voca-
tional counseling since they left high school. 
27. The sources used for seeking advice about occupational .I 
problems. 
28. When the former students decided definitely on what 
they now expect to be their regular occupation. 
29. With whom these students talked at high school who 
helped them with their occupational problems. 
30. The kinds of office machines used most often or used 
occasionally in their work. 
31. Suggestions for improving the high school. 
32. Suggestions for ways in which the school might be of 
help now. 
33. The types of training that former students lacked 
which should have been . given in high school. 
34. How helpful the high school education has been to 
former students. 
CHAPTER IV 
PERSONAL STATUS OF FORMER STUDENTS 
AND EDUCATIONAL HISTORY 
Scope of the chapter.-- The purpose of this chap ter is to ' 
provide a description of the respondents of the questionnaire 
according to the following: 
1. Marital status of former students 
2. Present geographical location of former students 
3 . Number of former students employed 
4. Number of former students attending college or other 
school. 
5. Number of former students in the service 
I Marital status.-- Table 4 shows that of the 211 respondents 
38, or 26 per cent of the students were graduates who were 
married. 
Thirty-seven, or 58 per cent of the students were drop-
outs who were married. 
Seventy-five, or 34 per cent of the former students who 
answered this question were married at the time t h is question-
naire was answered, and 131, or 62 per cent, were not married. 
None of these former students who answered the question 
on marita l status, ehecked the items divorced, widowed, or 
sepa rat ed. 
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Table 4. Time Elapsed Between Leaving Howe High School 
and Marriage of Former Students. 
No. of Per No. of Per j Per 
Years Graduates Cent Drop-outs Cent Total Cent 
I I 
Less than one 4 3 14 22 18 9 
One 5 4 3 5 I 8 4 
Two 6 4 . 6 9 I 12 6 
Three 8 5 7 11 15 7 
Four 5 3 4 6 9 4 
Five or more 10 7 3 5 13 6 
Single 105 71 26 41 131 62 
No reply 4 3 1 1 5 2 
Total 147 64 211 
A significant difference is apparent in Table 4 between 
58 per cent of drop-outs who are married compared to 26 per 
cent of the graduates who are married. This difference is em-
phasized by the fact that twice as many drop-outs as graduates 
were married within a year after they left school. Desire to 
marry apparently conflicts with desire to graduate. 
1' 
It was also significant to note from the responses that of • 
I 
the eighteen former students who were married in less than one 
year after leaving school, three were boys and fifteen were 
girls. 
Table 5 shows that the geographic distribution is similar 
for both groups, with approximately 80 per cent living in or 
near Billerica. The out-of-state data is probably not repre-
sentative, inasmuch as 224 questionna ires were returned for 
lack of a forwarding address. It is reasonable to assume that 
a large proportion of the unknown or no reply group fall into 
this out-of-state category. 
25 
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Table 5. Geographical Distribution of' Respondents. 
Per Per Per 
Residence Graduates Cent Drop-outs Cent Total Cent 
Billerica 122 83 47 73 I 169 80. 
Loc a l Area 4 3 6 9 10 5 
Metropolitan 
Boston 11 7 ' 8 13 19 9 
Massachusetts 3 2 1 2 ' 4 2 
Eastern U.S. 7 5 2 3. 9 4 
Total 147 64 211 
Status of' former students.-- Table 6 shows a vari ance i n , 
totals; however, the reason f'or thi s is that 26 of the f'ull-
time or part-time students were also employed full time or 
part time, hence the 2~7 responses from 211 former students. 
Table 6. Present Status of Former Students 
Grad- Per Drop-Per Per 
Status uates Cent outs Cent Total Cent 
Now Employed: 
Full Time 79 46 21 33 100 42 
Part Time 9 5 0 9 4 
In School or College: 
Full Time 25 14 1 1 26 11 
Part Time 7 4 2 3 9 4 
Armed Services: 19 19 18 
Army 8 3 : 11 
Navy 10 4· 14 
Marines 3 2 ' 5 
Coast Guard 1 o:. 1 
Air Force 10 3 :. 13 
Housewife 21 12 28 44 49 21 
Total 173 64 237 
I 
Educational history.-- The best method f'or a school to 
evaluate its educational program is to follow-up its former 
students--both graduates and drop-outs--to discover how well the 
school has done its job in preparing the students for the future. 
The National Association of Secondary-School Principals 
has listed the following as the Imperative Needs of Youth: 1 
l. All youth need to develop salable skills and those un-
derstandings and attitudes that make the worker an 
intelligent and productive participant in economic 
life. To this end, most youth need sup ervised work ex-
perience as well as education in the skills and knowledge 
of their occupations. 
2. All youth need to develop and maintain good health and 
physical fitness. 
3. All youth need to understand the rights and duties of 
the citizen of a democratic society, and to be diligent 
and competent in the performance of their obligations as 
members of the community and citizens of the state and 
nation. 
4. All youth need to understand the significance of the 
family for the individual and society and the conditions 
conducive to successful family life. 
5. All youth need to know how to purchase and use goods and 
services intelligently, understanding both the values 
received by the consumer and the economic consequences 
of their acts. 
6. All youth need to understand the methods of science, 
the influence of science on human life, and the main 
scientific facts concerning the nature of the world and 
of man. 
7. All youth need opportunities to develop their capacities 
·to appreciate beauty in literature, art, music, and 
nature. 
8. All youth need to be able to use their leisure time well 
and to budget it wisely, balancing activities that yield 
satisfactions to the individual witn those that are 
socially useful. 
9. All youth need to develop respect for other persons, to 
Principals, 
The Association, 
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grow in their insight into ethical values and princi-
ples, and to be able to live and work cooperatively 
with others. 
10. All youth need to grow in their ability to think 
r a tionally, to express their thoughts clearly, and to 
read and listen with understanding. 
If we agree with this list of needs, then it is the re-
sponsibility of the schools to evaluate the kind of education 
that it is providing for its youth. 
The purpose of this study is to assist in this evaluation 
for Howe High School. However, the limitations of the survey 
are understood. This particular study could not alone be the 
basi s of changing or revising t he curriculum; nevertheless, 
the results are an indication of changes needed. 
Table 7. Course Distribution of Respondents 
Grad- Per 
Course uates 
Per J Drop- Fer ' 
Cent 1 outs ··.Cent Total Cent 
Commercial 52 36 33 52 85 40 
General 47 32 22 34 69 33 
Technical 21 14 5 8 26 12 
Classical 27 18 4 6 31 15 
Total 147 100 64 100 211 100 
Table 8. Grades in Which Former Drop~Outs Left School 
Grade 
Nine 
Ten 
Eleven 
Twelve 
No Response 
Total 
Number of Drop-outs 
13 
12 
22 
12 
5 
64 
Per Cent 
20 
19 
;34 
19 
8 
100 
28 
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Table 9. Age at vVhich Former Drop-Outs Left School 
Age Number of Drop-Outs Per Cent 
Fourteen 1 2 
Fifteen 4 6 
Sixteen 26 40 
Seventeen 20 31 
Eighteen 7 11 
Nineteen 1 2 
No Response 5 8 
Total 64 100 
Table s 8 and 9 indicate that 54 per cent of the students 
dropp e d out of school in grades 9 and 11, and 70 per cent of 
these former students left school at the ages of sixteen and 
seventeen. 
Table 10. Reasons Why Former Students Left School 
Per Per Per 
Reason Given Number Cent oys Cent pirls Cent 
Graduated 147 70 57 66 90 7 3 
Lack of interest 18 9 8 ~ 10 8 
To go to work 12 6 3 3 . 5, 9 7 
Help needed at home 10 5 5 6 5 4 
Poor scholarship 5 2 3 3.5 2 2 
Disciplinary problems 4 ~ I 3 3.5 1 .5 Family moved away 4 2 2 2 2 
Trade school 4 2~ ~ 3 3.5 1 .5 F i nancial reasons 2 1 1 1 .5 Illness 2 0 2 2 Armed services 2 2 2 0 
Mental unrest 1 0 1 .5 
Total 211 87 124 I 
From Table 10 it may be observed that 64 per cent of the 
drop-outs indicated that their reasons for leaving school 
were lack of interest, to go to work, or because they were 
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needed at home. 
Subjects considered most helpful and least helpful by 
respondents.-- In evaluating the school program it is important 
to obtain suggestions from former students. Erickson2 agrees 
with this by saying, 11 If a follow-up study is to mean anything, 
it must affect guidance practices in the school and form the 
basis for curriculum revision." 
However, it is necessary to realize the limitations of 
these suggestions, since the former students might be biased 
because of one or more reasons: 
1. Emotional instability 
2. Poor adjustment to teach ers' personality 
3 . Poor study habits 
4. Lack of interest in subject matter 
5. Length of time out of high school 
Nevertheless, certain general conclusions may be drawn from the 
responses given in answer to the questionnaire in a follow-up 
study. 
Table 11. Subjects of Most General Value to Responding 
Graduates 
Subject 
English 
Arithmetic 
Typewriting 
Bookkeeping 
science 
Algebra 
Physical Educatlon 
Economics 
Fre-
quency 
101 
76 
59 
58 
36 
35 
33 
~2 
Subject 
Chemistry 
Latin 
Shop 
Physics 
Spanish 
Shorthand 
Art 
Mechanical Drawing 
2Ericksop., op. cit ~ -p~ 398. __ -=- -= 
Fre-
quency 
19 
l'l 
15 
15 
14 
9 
8 
3 
Table 11. Subjects of Most General Value to Responding 
Graduates. (Concluded) 
Subject 
Home Economics 
Geometry 
Social Science 
Music 
French 
Fre-
quency 
28 
25 
21 
21 
21 
Subject 
Biology 
Aeronautics 
Junior Bus. 
Mathematics 
Fre-
quency 
3 
2 
Training 1 
1 
Table 12. Subjects of Most General Value to Responding 
Drop-Outs. 
Fre- Fre-
Subject quency Subject quency 
English 38 Soc i al Science 6 
Arithmetic 36 Music 5 
Typewriting 16 Economics 4 
Bookkeeping 16 Physics 4 
Home Economics 16 Spanish 4 
Science 13 Geometry 2 
Physical Education 11 Chemistry 2 
Shop 10 Shorthand 2 
Algebra 7 Art 2 
In comparing Table 11 and Table 12 it is interesting to 
note the similarity of responses to the question of subjects 
of most general value, which were given by both former gradu-
ates and former drop-outs. The first four subjects listed in 
both tables are the same. Both groups rated English, arithme-
tic, typewriting and bookkeeping in the same order and checked 
them most often as being of most general value. 
It is a lso significant to observe that English was rated 
first by both groups as a subject of most general value. If 
this subject is the most valuable to former students, it would 
seem necessary to evaluate carefully the program to be sure 
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that the need s of the students are being met by the content of 
the cours e . Si nce this is the only course requred by every 
student for four years, it is important to provide t h e type of 
subject matter and foundation needed for future educationa l or 
vocationa l work. 
Table 1 3 . Subjects of Least General Value to Responding 
Graduates. 
Fre- Fre-
SUbject quency Subject quency 
Science 44 Social Science 11 
Music 36 Geometry 11 
Art 01 French 10 
Spanish 31 Arithmetic 9 
Physical Education 28 Economics 7 
Home Economics 21 Typewriting 6 
Latin 19 English 6 
Al g ebra 18 Physics 5 
Bookkeeping 14 Junior Bus. Training 2 
Shop 14 Biology 1 
Chemistry 13 Aeronautics 1 
Table 14. Subjects of Least General Value to Responding 
Drop-Outs. 
Fre- Fre-
Subject quency Subject quency 
Science 20 English 3 
Music 14 Latin 3 
Art 10 Home Economics 3 
Spanish 9 Physical Education 3 
Al g ebra 8 Chemistry 1 
Typewriting 6 Physics 1 
Bookkeeping 6 Shop 1 
Social science 5 Biology 1 
Arithmetic 4 
The comparison of Table 13 and Table 14 again shows the 
similarity of opinion of both former graduates and former drop-
outs; more former students rated the same four subjects of 
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least general value in the same order. 
It is also interesting to note that few former students 
rated English as a subject of least general value. This is 
important, since English is a subject required of all students 
and should, therefore, be set up to meet the needs of all stu-
dents, those preparing for advanced education, for business, or 
for labor. 
Table 15. Subjects of Most Vocational Value to Respond-
ing Graduates. 
Fre- F're-
Subject quency Subject quency 
English 74 Shorthand 11 
Typewriting 50 Physics 10 
Arithmetic 48 Home Economics 9 
Bookkeeping 29 Physical Education 9 
Algebra 24 Spanish 8 
Science 19 French 8 
Economics 18 Music 6 
Chemistry 16 Art 2 
Geometry 16 Junior Bus. Training 2 
Social Science 15 Mechanical Drawing 2 
Latin 14 Aeronautics 2 
Shop 12 Mathematics 1 
Table 16. Subjects of Most Vocational Value to Respond-
ing Drop-Outs. 
Fre- Fre-
Subject quency Subject quency 
English 18 Algebra 1 
Arithmetic 13 Chemistry 1 
Typewriting 11 Physics 1 
Bookkeeping 7 Latin 1 
Shop 7 Spanish 1 
Social Science 5 Art 1 
Science 4 :Wrusic 1 
Home Economics 4 Shorthand 1 
Physical Education 3 Junior Bus. Training 1 
Economics 3 
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The examination of Table 15 and Table 16 also shows the 
same four subjects rated in similar order by both former gradu-
ates and former drop-outs in answer to the question of subjects 
considered to be of most vocational value. 
The three commercial subjects, arithmetic, typewriting, 
and bookkeeping, are valued most generally and vocationally by 
more of the former graduates and drop-outs than any subject 
other than English. This should be an important consideration 
in evaluating the present curriculum. 
Table 17. Subjects of Least Vocational Value to Respond-
ing Graduates. 
Fre- Fre-
Subject quency Subject quency 
Science 37 Latin 12 
Music 31 Bookkeeping 12 
Physical Education 31 social Science 10 
Algebra 25 Typewriting 9 
Art 25 English 8 
Spanish 23 Arithmetic 7 
Home Economics 22 Physics 7 
Geometry 17 Shop 7 
French 14 Shorthand 1 
Chemistry 13 Biology 1 
Economics 13 
Table 18. Subjects of Least vocational Value to Respond-
ing Drop-Outs • 
Fre- Fre-
Sub,j ect 9.uency_ Subject 9.uencl_ 
Music 9 Soc i al Science 4 
Physical Education 7 Typewriting 4 
Bookkeeping 7 Geometry 2 
science 6 Chemistry 2 
Algebra 6 Latin 2 
Spanish 6 English 2 
Home Economics 6 Physics 1 
Art 5 Biology 1 
Arithmetic 5 Geography 1 
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The respondents have made little distinction between sub-
jects of general value and subjects of vocational value as is 
shown by comparing Tables 11 through 18. 
I 
II 
Science, music, physical education, and algebra are all 
considered to be of least vocational value by more st~dents in 
both groups than the other subjects listed. It may be observed ! 
that science and music were also considered to be of least 
II 
I· 
general value by more of these former subjects than any other 
, subjects. II 
'I 
Again, the importance ot developing the students' capaci- ~~ 
· ties to appreciate beauty in literature, art, music, and nature 
I 
may be stressed. Intrinsic values are sometimes overlooked by 11 
young people. Too often importance is placed upon material I 
' things. I 
Subjects former students would like to have taken.-- Table 1 
19 includes a list of subjects, according to departments, which 
these former students indicated they would like to have studied 
Approximately one-third of the subjects desired by former stu- I 
dents are not offered in the curriculum. The following courses !1 
are not offered: office maChines, business law, salesmanship, 
anatomy, physiology, electricity, meteorology, calculus, busi-
ness Engliah, public speaking, oratory, draftsmanship, automo-
bile mechanics, landscaping, mechanics, Sheet metal, home and 
family, German, Italian, sociology, character development, 
ethics, and psychology. 
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Table 19. Subjects Not Elected or Not Offered But Which 
Former students Would Like to Eave Studied. 
Subject 
Commercial 
Fre-
quency 
Office Machines 13 
Bookkeeping 14 
Typewriting 11 
Shorthand 9 
Business Law 2 
salesmanship 2 
Secretarial 2 
Advanced Commercial 1 
Jun. Bus. Training 1 
Science 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Biology 
Anatomy 
Health 
Physical Education 
Physiology 
Aeronautics 
Electricity 
Meteorology 
Science 
Math 
Algebra 
Trigonometry 
Geometry 
Mathematics 
Basic Math 
Seni or Math 
Arithmetic 
Calculus 
English 
Business EngliSh 
Composition 
Penmanship 
Public Speaking 
English 
Oratory 
11 
6 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
7 
5 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
Subject 
Art 
.Draftsmanship 
Art 
Industrial Arts 
Automobile Mechanics 
Shop 
Landscaping 
Mechanics 
Sheet Metal 
Home Economics 
Home Economics 
Home and Family 
Languages 
French 
German 
Languages 
Greek 
Latin 
Italian 
Music 
Music 
Music Appreciation 
Social Science 
Economics 
Ancient History 
Geography 
Civics 
Social studies 
Sociology 
Character Devel-
opment 
Ethics 
Government 
Local Government 
~sych_ology 
Fre-
quency 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
6 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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An examination of Table 19 shows that the commercial sub-
jects, bookkeeping, office machines, typewriting, and short-
hand, were the four subjects not elected or not offered which 
more of these former students said they would like to have 
studied than any other subjects. 
The sciences, chemistry, physics, and biology, along with 
the math courses, algebra, trigonometry, and geometry, also 
rated high as subjects former students would like to have 
studied. 
Desire for specific vocational training.-- From Table 20 
one significant conclusion may be drawn: the majority of 
former students--both graduates and drop-outs--would like to 
have had more training of a specific vocational nature. 
Table 20. The Number of Respondents Who Wo.uld Like to 
Have More Training of a Specific Vocational 
Nature. 
Per Per Per 
Graduates Cent Drop-Outs Cent Total Cent 
Yes 78 53 24 37 102 48 
No 39 27 17 27 56 27 
No Response 30 20 23 36 53 25 
Total 147 64 211 
Table 20 shows once again the desire for more vocational 
training on the part of the former students. This is evidenced 
by the fact that more than one-fourth of the former students 
who answered this question expressed a desire for more specific 
vocational training in business courses. 
----
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Table 21. Kinds o£ Speci£ic Vocational Training Desire.d 
by Respondents. 
Subject 
Of£ice Macnines 
Bookkeeping 
Home Economics 
Vocational Guidance 
Shop 
Typewriting 
Intensive Coll. Prep. 
Automobile Mechanics 
Agriculture 
Business English 
Hairdressing 
Fundamentals in Bus. 
Interior Decorating 
~echanical Drawing 
Nursing Art 
Public Speaking 
Shorthand 
Advanced commercial 
Algebra 
Anatomy 
Arithmetic 
Aviation 
Fre-
quency 
14 
6 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Subject 
Budgeting 
Biology 
Calculus 
Clerical 
Composition 
Dental Technician 
Dra£ting 
Electricity 
Gardening 
Grammar 
Latin 
Law 
Math 
Night Sc.nool 
Physical Education 
Physiology 
Physics 
Practical Arts 
Retailing 
science 
Sheet Metal 
Shop for Girls 
Fre-
quency 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
The similarity between Table 19 and Table 21 nay be ob-
served. In Table 19 the respondents expressed a strong desire 
to have studied business, science, and math courses. In Table 
21 the respondents expressed a desire to have specific voca-
tional training in these three £ields. 
Four of these £ormer students expressed a desire for a 
more intensive preparation for college. Here, again, an eval-
uation of the present curriculun1 might bring to light the 
weaknesses of the present program. 
Outstanding, also, is the desire for more specific voca-
tional training in home economics, Shop, and automobile 
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It is significant to observe that the subjects these 
former students would like to have studied are mostly of a 
vocational nature. This fact indicates the need for careful 
educational planning and vocational guidance in the school 
system. 
One may also notice from Table 21 a secondary tendency 
toward subjects of a personal-social nature. Here again, may 
be a working ground for the guidance department. 
Because of the limitations of a high school the size of 
Howe High School, it may not be practical to include all of the 
subjects suggested by the former students. However, it might 
be well to use such a list in evaluating the present curricu-
lum in an effort to meet the needs of the present and future 
students. 
Value of high school education.-- In Table 22 the greatest 
percentage of former graduates replying to this question felt 
that their high school education has helped, or will help them 
a great deal to earn a living. 
In comparison with this, however, the greatest percentage 
of drop-outs felt that their high school education benefited 
them only a fair amount toward earning a living. 
-- -=--=-= == -="--=---'=--"---
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Table 22. The Extent to Which High School Education Has 
Helped or Will Help These Former Students to 
Earn a Living. 
Per , Per ' Per 
Graduates Cen~ Drop-Outs Centt Total Cent 
A Little 16 11 13 20 I 29 14 
29 ' ' A Fair Amount 43 23 66 31 
A Great Deal 71 48 ' 
12 I 
15 36 ' 24 I 86 41 
Ho Response 17 13 20 I 30 14 
Total 147 64 211 
In evaluating the present school program it would seem 
necessary to keep in mind the number of' f'.ormer students who 
continued their education beyond high school, and the number of' 
students who were successfully able to complete this advanced 
education. 
Types of schools and colleges attended by respondents.--
Lester D. Crow and Alice Crow3 list the kinds Of' educational 
information needed by youth: 
Statistics show that up to the present about 20% of 
all high school graduates in the United States go to col-
lege. Although the number of young people who are con-
tinuing their education beyond the age of 18 is increasing, 
the percentage is still small. 
Every pupil should have access to accurate data per-
taining to the kind of' college or post-high-school insti-
tution he may wish to attend. Among the kinds of informa-
tion that Should be available are: 
1. Value to the individual and to society of' further 
schooling. 
2. Types of schools available to advance the pupil's 
interest. 
3. Entrance requirements, costs, and length of course 
of each type. 
3Lester D. Crow and Alice Crow, An Introduction to Guid-
ance {New York: American Book company, 1951), pp. 271-272. 
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4. Evaluation of purposes and programs of the school. 
5. Opportunities for productive activity after com-
pleting a course of study in an advanced school. 
l 
In addition to these facts, students should be made aware ' 
of the availability of scholarships, private, organizational, 
and the many kinds of scholarships based on financial need, 
educational progress, aptitude, etc., and/or one-to-four year 
academic or athletic scholarships. A presentation of this in-
formation to high school students in the early years of their 
high school career, might make a tremendous difference in the 
kind of course elected and also in the effort put forth to 
successfully complete the course to be eligible for advanced 
study. 
Table 23. Types of Schools and Colleges Atter.ded by 
Respondents. 
School of College Boys Girls Total 
Colleges and Universities 22 .' 10 32 
Business Schools 1 25 26 
Nursing Schools 0 11 11 
Technical Schools 6 0 6 
Teacher-Training Schools 0 6 6 
Preparatory Schools 2 0 2 
Religious Schools 0 3 3 
Vocational and Trade Schools 2 1 3 
Junior College 0 1 1 
School of Chiropody ____ 1 ________ 0________ 1__ 
Total 34 57 91 
The information in Table 23 snows that 91, or 43 per cent, 
of the 211 former students wno returned the questionnaire 
continued tneir education beyond high school. Sixty-eight, or 
32 per cent, of these students attended colleges, universities, 
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business schools or schools of nursing. 
It may also be observed that more boys attended colleges, 
uni versities, technical, and preparatory schools than did 
g i rls. The business, nursing, teacher-training and religious 
schools were attended more by girls than boys. 
Table 24. Reasons Why Respondents Chose to Attend Their 
Particular School or College 
Reason Bo;ys Girls Total 
Best Course Available in Chosen Field 17 28 45 
Convenience 11 12 23 
Liked Particular College 11 8 19 
Economy 9 9 18 
Scholarship 6 9 15 
Friends or rela tives Attended 1 9 10 
Religious Faith 2 7 9 
Total 57 82 139 
The obvious reason for the variance in figures in Table 
24 is that the respondents checked more than one reason for 
choosing t h eir particular school or college. 
Almost half of the respondents chose their particular 
school or college because it offered the best course in the 
student's chosen field. 
It is interesting to note tha t in this particula r group, 
more girls than boys were influenced by the fact that friends 
or relatives attended the school of their choice, or because of 
religious preference. 
Since approximately one-half of the students chose their 
particular school or college because that school offered the 
42 
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best course, and since one-fourth of these former students were 
influenced by the proximity of the school, it would seem neces-
sary to make a thorough investigation of all loca l schools for 
advanced study so that the present and future high school stu-
dents might make their choice of school or college with full 
knowledge of the best possible opportunities close at hand. 
courses majored in while in advanced schools or colleges.--
Table 25. Courses Majored in by Respondents Who Attended 
Schools and Colleges Beyond High School. 
Courses Bols Girls Total 
Business 3 2;5 26 
Nursing 0 11 11 
English 2 7 9 
Education 2 7 9 
Chemistry 4 1 5 
Preparatory Courses 3 2 5 
Engineering 4 0 4 
Mechanics 2 0 2 
Religion 0 3 3 
Agriculture 2 0 2 
Business Administration 2 0 2 
Social Studies 2 0 2 
Mathematics 2 0 2 
Electricity 2 0 2 
Medicine 2 0 2 
Retailing 0 1 1 
Hairdressing 0 1 1 
Mechanical Drawing 0 1 1 
Law 1 0 1 
Radio 1 0 1 
Total 34 57 93 
Table 25 shows tha t the secretarial and nursing courses 
were the two fields in which approximately half of the girls 
who continued their education after high school majored. This 
factor might be another to consider in evaluating the present 
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school program. 
Reasons for leaving advanced schools and colleges.-- A 
careful examination of the reasons why students leave schools 
and colleges of advanced education could be an enlightening 
factor in evaluating the school program. The school and the 
student should know in advance of high school graduation whether 
or not the student is college material. Studies .p rove that 
there is no real measure of a student's ability to success-
fully complete college work; however, a careful check of each 
individual--cumulative records, intelligence and a p titude test 
results, personality ratings, anecdotal records, etc. r -will 
give the school authorities a sound basis for recommending an 
individual for advanced study. 
Table 26. Reasons Why Resp ondents Left Advanced Schools 
and Colleges. 
Reasons Boys Girls Total 
Graduated 20 29 49 
Placed in Job 0 5 5 
Transferred 1 3 4 
Failed 2 2 4 
Illness 0 2 2 
Marriage 1 1 2 
Uninterested 0 1 1 
Financial 0 1 1 
Poor Environment 1 0 l 
Drafted 1 0 1 
In Progress 8 13 21 
Total 34 57 91 
The examination of Table 26 shows that approximately one 
fourth of these 91 former students were still in the process 
of completing their advanced education at the time of the 
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survey, one half of the 91 former students graduated from an 
advanced school or college, and one-tenth were placed in jobs 
from business school, or transferred to another school of col-
lege. 
Table 26 also Shows the reasons given by these former stu-
dents why they did not complete their education beyond high 
school. Twelve, or 12 per cent, of these former students, who 
attended school or college beyond high school, left school be-
fore completing their advanced education. 
Degrees or certificates received by respondents.--
Table 27. Degrees or Certificates Received by 
Respondents. 
Boys Girls Total 
Bachelor of Arts or 
Science 9 4 13 
Diploma 4 9 13 
Certificate 7 16 23 
Total 20 29 49 
Table 27 shows the number of degrees, diplomas or certifi-
cates received by the forty-six former students who graduated 
or received credit from an advanced school. The same number 
of former students received degrees and received diplomas. 
,, 
II 
It 
is interesting to note that one and one-half times as many 
certificates were received as were either degrees or diplomas. 
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Table 28. Number of Respondents Who Received Scholar-
ships to Advanced Schools or Colleges. 
Per ' Per ' Per 
Boys CenttGirls Cent• Total Cent 
Yes 6 18 9 16 15 16 
No 28 82 
' 
48 84 ' 76 84 
Total 34 ' 57 91 
In examining Table 28 it may be observed that less than 
one-fifth of the 91 former students who continued their educa-
tion beyond high school received scholarships to advanced 
schools. 
Table 29. Reasons Vlhy Respondents Received Scholar-
ships. 
Boys Girls Total 
Examination 1 0 1 
Ath letic Ability 1 0 1 
Academic Ability 0 5 5 
At h letic and Academic Ability 1 0 1 
Financial Loan 3 4 7 
Total 6 9 15 
Table 29 shows that more of the respondents received 
scholarsnip s as financial loans than for any other reason. 
One-third of the former students who received scholarships were 
granted them because of academic ability. 
It is the duty of the guidance director, the administra-
tor, tne adviser and/ or the teacner, depending upon the school 
program, to make known to the students the many types of 
scholarships and loans available in every field and for ad-
vanced education in general, offered by private citizens and 
4.6 
civic organizations. With the assistance of these scholarships, 
more students might continue their education beyond high school 
than would otherwise have the opportunity. 
Post-graduate work.--Approximately 4 per cent of the 91 
former students who continued their education beyond high 
school took post-graduate work. These four boys gave the fol-
lowing information in regard to the place and field in which 
tnis post-graduate work was done: 
School 
Boston University 
Lowell Textile Institute 
Tufts College 
U.S.A.F. 
Field of Work 
English 
History-Science 
Economics 
Administration 
Part-time work during college career.-- Of the 91 former 
students who attended schools or colleges afte·r graduating from 
high school, 42, or 46 per cent, of the students reported that 
they worked part-time to help pay expenses. Forty-nine, or 54 
per cent, of these former students said that they did not work 
during their college career. 
Twenty-one, or 62 per cent, of the 34 boys who continued 
their education did work part time to help pay expenses, while 
only 21, or 37 per cent of the 57 girls who attended advanced 
schools did part-time work. 
Part of the educational and vocational program of the 
schools should be to acquaint these students who continue their 
education beyond high school with the possibilities for part-
time work. It is also possible for the schools to assist these 
students in securing such work. The high school students should 
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be aware of the fact that advanced schools are very often able 
to secure part-time work for students. 
Table 30. Kinds of Jobs Held by Respondents Who Worked 
Part Time \Vhile in College. 
Office work 
Waiting on tables 
Sales clerk 
Camp counselor 
Mechanic 
Short-order cook 
Baby sitter 
Entertainment 
Bakery 
Companion 
construction 
Greenhouse 
Handyman 
Laboratory Technician 
Laborer 
Launderer 
Machine Assembler 
Milk-plant operator 
Mill worker 
Post office 
Silversmith 
Soda Fountain Clerk 
Springer 
Textiles 
Total 
Boys 
1 
4 
2 
1 
3 
3 
0 
2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
28 
Girls 
10 
6 
5 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
Q 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
29 
Total 
11 
10 
7 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
57 
Table 30 shows the twenty-four different i t-ypes of part-
time jobs obtained by the 42 former students who secured work 
to assist with expenses wnile attending an advanced school. 
Office work, waiting on tables, and clerking are the three 
types of jobs in which more of these respondents worked than 
any other kind of jobs. 
It is also observed that the forty-two boys and girls held 
a total of fifty-seven jobs, which indicates that some of the 
students worked at more than one type of job during their col-
lege career. 
Table 31. Number of Former Graduating Students Who 
Felt that Their Academic High School Edu-
cation Prepared Them for College. 
Per 1 Per , Per Boys Cent 1 Girls Cent, Total Cent 
Yes 17 50 5'2 91 ' 69 76 
No 17 50 5 9 22 24 
Total 34 57 91 
Table 31 indicates that one-half of the boys who graduated 
from high school and entered a school for advanced study felt 
that their high school education did adequately prepare them 
for college, and more than three-quarters of the girls stated 
that their high school education was a satisfactory background 
for future study. To emphasize this fact, three students made 
the following comments: 
1. Excellent commercial course--good teachers 
2. English grammar excellent 
3. Math, languages and science in college easy because 
of high school background. 
_Lack of good study habits in high school might be one of 
the reasons for poor preparation for advanced study, and 
failure to complete the work satisfactorily. 
The comments of those former students who had completed 
their advanced study at the time this survey was made are per-
haps more pertinent in judging tne value of their high school 
education. T_hese_ C.9.JE!Ilents _J1- J;'e ~!is ted in Table 32_: _ 
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Table 32. Comments o:f Respondents Who completed Their 
Advanced Education. 
Comments Frequency 
Non-technical course could be better 
Poor chemistry and physics 
De:ficient in math and English 
Poor science 
More outside reading 
More intensive notes 
Learned :facts, not people 
11 
7 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
It is pertinent to note that in each question in the in-
quiry :form which asked for the comments or suggestions from 
the :former students, there were pleas :for educational and vo-
cational guidance. The students, themselves, realize the neces-
sity for guidance in choosing the subjects prerequisite to ad-
vanced study, planning a course o:f study, and in making voca-
tional choices, in addition needing help and guidance in per-
sonal, social and emotional adjustment. 
5o 
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CHAPTER V 
OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY 
Scope or chapter.~- Chapter V includes the data obtained 
from respondents concerning their occupational history. The 
rollowing types of information are contained in this chapter: 
1. Kinds of positions held by former students 
2. Extent of job opportunities 
3. Kind of work desired by former students 
4. Present salary received by former students 
5. Special occupational training 
6. Working habits taught by high school 
7. Felt need for vocational counseling 
8. source of advice for vocational counseling 
9. Office machines most used by former students 
It is the purpose of this chapter to present the types of 
jobs held by former students and information concerning the 
educational and vocational training for these jobs so tha t the 
data might be included in an evaluation of the present educa-
tional and vocational program of fered at Howe High School and 
might be used to determine the extent to which the present 
curriculum is meeting the needs of the students. 
In regard to high schools i ncluding special training 
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facilities for its students Howard M. Be111 says: 
•••• it should be clearly realized that the development 
of a community adjustment program is not contingent upon 
the existence of training facilities rn-the public schools 
necessary to bring all young potential workers up to the 
level of adult standards of occupational efficiency. This 
is not to say that schools should never, under any circum-
stances, attempt to provide intensive vocational train-
ing. Some schools can and doubtless should give to a 
limited and carefully selected group of their pupils a 
measure of specialized training in those occupations 
whose successful performance demands it. · 
Table 33. Occupations of Respondents Employed Full-Time 
and Part-Time. 
Occupations 
Professional and Managerial 
Clerical and Sales 
Service 
Agricultural, Forestry, and 
Fishing 
Skilled 
Semi-skilled 
Unskilled 
Total 
Graduates Drop-outs Total 
42 
83 
41 
3 
9 
2 
5 
185 
3 
27 
23 
0 
7 
2 
9 
71 
45 
110 
64 
3 
16 
4 
14 
256 
Table 33 shows the total number of all full-time and part-
time jobs held by the respondents, listed according to the 
divisions of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The vari- 1 
ance in t0tals is due to the number of respondents who changed 
jobs. 
From this table it may be observed that approximately one-
third of the positions held by these former students were of 
the clerical or sales type, which indicates the need for an 
adequate preparation in the business field. 
Since more former students have obtained positions in the 
lHoward M. Bell, Matching Youth and Jobs (Washington, D.C~ 
American Council on Education, 1940), p. 47. 
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field of business, it would seem necessary to invest igate the 
adequacy of the present business courses and possibly conduct 
a second follow-up of these students to discover how well they 
have been prepared for their particular jobs. 
An inquiry form sent to the employers of these former 
students who are in the clerical and sales jobs might disclose 
the strong and the weak points of the former students and their 
training, whether good or bad. This study would aid in eva l-
uating the present school program. 
Table 34. Number of Jobs Held by Respondents. 
Grad- Per rDrop-Per ' Per 
Number uates Centrouts Cent 1Total Cent 
One 51 35 17 29 68 32 
Two 35 24 21 33 56 27 
Three: 22 15 6 9 
' 
28 13 
Four 7 5 3 5 10 5 
Five 2 1 2 3 4 2 
No Reply 30 20 15 23 45 21 
Total 147 64 211 
It may be observed tnat 60 per cent of those replying 
changed jobs twice or more. The greatest reason for the num-
ber of changes on the part of the former grad~ates is the 
number of different kinds of part-time jobs these students held 
during the summer months between school years at college. 
It is necessary for young people to learn how to get along 
with others--how to live, work, and play together on a coopera-
tive basis. The development of these ethical and moral values 
is not necessarily primarily the duty of the school, but it is 
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important that the school supplement the home and church 
training. 
Table 35. Reasons vVhy Respondents Left Their Jobs. 
Grad- Drop-
Reasons uates outs Total 
Better job 41 14 55 
Laid off 11. 18 29 
Armed Services 14 8 22 
Marriage 9 10 19 
Pregnant 5 6 11 
Dissatisfied 8 2 10 
Moved 5 5 10 
Salary 3 7 10 
Sickness 1 4 5 
Temporary 1 3 4 
Accident 1 0 1 
Death in family 0 1 1 
Family illness 1 0 1 
Fired 1 0 1 
Transportation 1 0 1 
Under age 0 1 1 
Unfavorable circumstances 0 1 1 
Total 102 80 182 
In answer to the reasons wny former students left their 
jobs, the respondents stated 73 times that they left their 
jobs to return to college after working part-time in summer 
jobs. The variance in totals is again due to the number of 
times respondents changed jobs. 
Being laid off, entering the armed services, and getting 
married were the three reasons given most often for leaving 
full-time jobs. Ten respondents indicated that they were 
dissatisfied with their jobs. Of this number, eight were 
graduates and two were drop-outs. 
The school has a resp onsibility to its former students 
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after they have left the school. Their problems are not a ll 
solved when they leave. There is still a need for vocational 
and educational guidance. It is, therefore, a duty of the 
school and the community to provide adults with the informa-
tion necessary for securing the right kind of job. In connec-
tion with this Chisholm2 says: 
It is essential that the placement service does not 
stop on tne low plane of 'just getting a job' for as many 
recent graduates as possible. The records of t11e place-
ment service should not be marked as satisfactory for any 
pupil unless or until he has been placed satisfactori ly 
in a type of work in harmony with his potentialities for 
success and ambitions, that is, until he is satisfactorily 
adjusted to the problem of employment. 
Table 36. Number of Months Between Leaving School and 
the ~ull-Time Job. 
Grad- Per 1 Drop- Per I Per 
Months uates Cent 1 outs Cent 1 Total Cent 
Less than one 31 21 I 17 27 48 23 
One 23 16 9 14 32 15 
Two 14 10 7 11 21 10 
Three 5 3 2 3 7 3 
Four or more 6 4 13 20 19 9 
No Reply 68 46 16 25 I 84 40 
Total 147 I 64 I 211 
From Table 36 it may be observed that 80, or 38 per cent 
of the r e sp ondents obtained their first fUll-time job within 
one month or less after leaving high school. Of the graduates 
3'7 per cent, and 41 per cent of the drop-outs had secured jobs 
within this time. 
2
chisholm, ~· cit., p. 287. 
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The students who left school during these years had the 
good fortune of seeking a job at a time when jobs were plenti-
ful because of the economic conditions of the day. The fact 
tha t 18 per cent of the students who responded to the survey 
were enlisted in the armed services is an indication of the 
fact that jobs in the loc a l a rea would be more plentiful than 
in 11 peace times. II 
Table 37. Methods Respondents Used to Secure Present 
Position. 
Grad- Per ,Drop- Per 
' 
Per 
Method Used uates Cent,outs Cent, 'I'otal Cent 
Personal App lication 41 28 25 39 66 31 
Friends 8 5 6 9 14 7 
School or College 12 8 1 2 13 7 
Rec a lled by Former 
Empl oyer 8 5 1 2 9 4 
Public Free Employ-
ment Agency 7 : 5 2 3 9 4 
Parents 5 4 0 0 5 2 
Fee Cha rging Agency 0 0 3 5 3 1 
Relatives 2 1 0 0 2 1 
No Reply 64 44 26 40 90 43 
Total 147 64 211 
It may be observed from Table 37 that the three methods 
most commonly used by these 121 former students in securing 
tneir present positions were: persona l applicat1on, f riends, 
and sch ool or col1 ege. 
Only 13, or 7 per cent of the respondents were assisted 
b y the school or colleg e in obta ining a full-time p o sition. 
Bell3 comments upon the school's p l a cement res ponsib ility: 
3 Bell, ~· cit., pp. 74-75. 
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One of the major objectives of the American Youth 
Commission's Joint Project with the Federal Employment 
Service Division was to encourage mutually profitable 
relationships between the schools and the public employ-
ment office of the community. It was realized, at the 
outset, that the work of the schools and the employment 
offi,ces had much in common. The more farsighted school 
administrators were becoming increasingly conscious of 
their responsibility for the social and occupational ad-
justment of their youth who were entering, or about to 
enter, the labor market. While these educators had no 
legal responsi~ity to discharge, they believed tha t they 
had a moral resp onsibility which they could not rightly 
ignore. 
Erickson4 has this to say in rega rd to a placement ser-
rice in the school. 
The high school's main concern is largely with 
placement in the first job and follow up on that parti-
cular job, whereas the employment services may handle re-
placements and promotional requirements of the business-
man. In this way, duplication of effort may be avoided. 
Regardless of differences in opinion as to the re-
sponsibility of the school, placement is now generally 
accepted as one important phase of a complete guidance 
program. 
Table 38. Extent to Which Present Job Offers Opportu-
nities for Advancement. 
-Grad- Per 1 Drop- Per 1 Per 
uates Cent 1 outs Cent, Total Cent 
Great Opportunity 42 29 14 22 56 26 
Limited 
" 
28 19 14 22 42 20 
Dead-End Job 10 7 6 9 16 8 
Don't Know 5 3 7 11 12 6 
No Reply 62 42 23 36 85 40 
Total 147 64 211 
Table 38 shows that one fourth of the respondents felt 
4 
Erickson, .2£· cit., p. 379. 
• 
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that their jobs offered them great opportunity for advancement. 
I 
Ten, or 7 per cent of the graduates, and six, or 9 per cen1 
of the drop-outs felt that their jobs offered them no chance fo~ 
advancement. 'I 
I 
An adequate guidance program in the high school should con~ 1 
tain information on job opportunity. This program should in-
clude an extensive occupational library, which should provide ,J 
the students with information on types of jobs, skill and knowlJJ 
edge required, salaries, working hours, and opportunities :for 
advancement. If the students were provided with this kind of 
information, they would have the chance to choose the type of 
job for which they are best suited and jobs that offer them the 
,, 
best opportunities for advancement. 
I An examination of Table 39 indicates a little more than 
I 
half of the 126 former students who answered this question were
1 
earning between $D5 and $55 a week at the time of this survey. 
1
. 
Slightly more than one-fourth of these students were earning 
I: more than $55 a week, and slightly less tban one-fourth were 
earning less than $35 a week. Approximately the same percentage 
I 
of drop-outs as graduates were earning a salary of $50 or 'more 
a week. 
The results of this survey show that the responding drop- 1 
outs appear to be as well off financially as the graduates. 
The occupational status of these drop-outs is also s~lar 
,, except for the decided difference in the number of graduates 
,, over drop-outs who were engaged in professional or managerial 
work. - --::::.=:._ ___ -==-
-~~ 
Table 39. Average Salary Per v eek. 
Salary Graduates Drop-outs Total 
$80 or more 2 0 2 
75 - $79 1 1 2 
70 - .74 4 2 6 
65 - 69 3 1 4 
60 - 64 10 0 10 
55 - 59 5 5 10 
50 - 54 9 7 16 
45 - 49 10 3 13 
40 - 44 13 3 16 
35 - 39 15 6 '. 21 
30 - 34 3 4 7 
25 - 29 4 6 10 
20 - 24 5 1 6 
11 - 19 1 1 2 
Total 85 41 126 
Number of respondents satisfied with present position.--
Elghty-seven, or 41 per cent of the respondents indicated that 
they were satisfied with the position they were holding. Forty-
one per cent of the former graduates, and 42 per cent of the 
drop-outs said that they were satisfied. 
The high school might be able to assist the 39 former 
1 students who indicated that they were not satisfied with their 
present conditions. Perhaps further follow-up of these 39 
former students might prove beneficial to both students and 
school. If a study were made of the reasons why these stu-
dents were dissatisfied with their present jobs, the school 
might assist the student in finding the right kind of job, or 
could refer them to someone who might help them with their 
particular problems. 
Former students, graduates and drop-outs, alike, remain 
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the responsibility of the schools. The success of the sch ool 
is mea sured by the success or f a ilure of its p roducts--the 
former students. 
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Continuous follow-up of these former students is necessa ry 
to ascertain the 3atus of the students and the p roblems that 
the students have encountered. Only in this way c a n the school 
estimate the value of its tra ining. 
Kind of work resnondents would like to do most.-- The 
f ormer students were asked to indicate the kind of work that 
they would like to do most so that a general knowledge of oc-
cupational desires could be obtained and a comparison made to 
see how well e quipped t h e school is to meet these desire s . 
It is interesting to observe from Table 40 that more of 
these former students expressed a desire to do clerical work 
tha n any other kind of work. This was true of both g radua tes 
and drop-outs. 
The l a rgest p ercentage of drop-outs chose work in the 
clerica l, service and skilled-labor fields, as compared to the 
graduates who expressed a desire for work in the professional, 
clerica l or skilled-labor fields. Slightly less than one-
third of the graduates indicated tha t they woul d like to do 
work of a professional nature. 
On the b asis of Table 40 it would seem advisable to eval-
uate the present business and industrial arts courses to deter-
mine how the courses might be reorganized to meet t he needs 
of the drop-outs and to hold their interest. It would not be 
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possible for a school the size of Howe High School to include 
vocational courses for all of the different types of work de-
sired by these former students. However, it would be possible 
to provide a general educational background necessary for these 
kinds of work, and also to give the students the necessary i n-
formation as to where they could obtain this tra ining and ex-
perience within t h e local area. 
Table 40. Kinds of Work Respondents Would Like to do Most 
Grad- Drop- 1 
uate out Total I 
Professional 
Nursing 
Engineering 
Accounting 
Teaching 
Architecture 
Educational Administration 
Finance 
Law 
Meteorologist 
Remedial Elementary Education 
Writer 
Semi-Professional 
Ch iropodist 
Commercial Art 
Entertainment 
Photography 
Radio Operator 
Science Research 
Theatre 
X-ray Technician 
Managerial, Official 
Independent Trade 
Politics 
Buyer 
Business Administrator 
Dress Shop Operator 
Food Broker 
Milk Plant Operator 
Restaurant Manager 
7 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
7 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
II 
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Table 40. Kinds of Work Respondents Would Like to Do Most. 
(Concluded) 
Sales and Clerical 
Of.fice Work 
Selling 
Bookkeeping 
Receptionist 
Baggage Clerk 
Junior Clerk 
Service 
Housekeeping 
Practical Nursing 
Fire and Police 
Child Care 
Drapery Service 
Hairdresser 
Professional Marine 
Agriculture, Fishing, Forestry 
Agriculture 
Forestry 
Game Warden 
Skilled Occupations 
Mechanics 
Electricity 
Airplane Mechanic 
carpenter 
Fur Repair 
Meat cutter 
Printing 
Radio Repair 
Textile Manufacturing 
Semi-skilled Occupations 
Assembler 
Inspector 
Grad- Drop-
uates outs Total 
18 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
4 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
27 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
6 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Unemployment.-- The only former students who responded to 
I • 
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this question of unemployment were the 49 students who were 
housewives. Twenty-one of these former students were graduates 
and 28 were drop-outs. 
Again, it might be noted that the economic condi tions of 
the day were excellent and the problem of unemployment was not 
a serious one for this group. 
Table 41. Kinds of Occupations for vVhich Respondents 
Were Specifically Trained. 
Grad- Drop-
Occupations uates outs Total 
Office work 10 7 17 
Nursing 7 1 8 
Mechanic 5 2 7 
Stitching 2 4 6 
Teach ing 5 0 5 
Home Dut i es 1 3 4 
Accounting 2 1 3 
Art 1 1 2 
Farming 2 0 2 
Electrical Work 2 0 2 
Key-Punch operator 2 0 2 
Sheet-metal worker 2 0 2 
Telephone operator 1 1 2 
Assembly work 0 1 1 
Business executive 1 0 1 
Christian work 1 0 1 
Clothing 0 1 1 
communications 1 0 1 
Dark-room tec~~ician 1 0 1 
Engineering 0 1 1 
Entertainment 1 0 1 
Hairdressing 0 1 1 
Hospital work 0 1 1 
Independent executive 1 0 1 
Maintenance 0 1 1 
Meat cutter 0 1 1 
Medical laboratory 1 0 1 
Medicine 1 0 1 
Milk-plant operator 1 0 1 
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Table 41. Kinds of Occupations for Which Respondents 
Were Specifically Trained. (Concluded) 
Grad- Drop-
Occupations uates outs Total 
Market and restaurant analysis l 0 l 
Photography l 0 1 
Radio Repair l 0 1 
Restaurant manager 0 l 1 
Retail 1 0 l 
Sheet-press operator l 9 1 
Statistics and finance 1 0 1 
Store manager 1 0 1 
Theatre 1 0 1 
Traffic manager 1 0 1 
Table 41 shows that more than half of the former stu-
dents who had received specific training for their present job 
received this training in school. This places a great deal of 
responsibility on the school to see that adequate training is 
given to the students in whatever fields it is possible for the 
school to provide the training. 
Specific training.-- The resp ondents indicated that they 
received more specific training in office work than in any 
other type of work. The need for an adequate business curricu-
lum in high school is a gain made apparent. 
The two occupations, nursing and teaching, require train-
ing b~yond high school. Certain academic requirements must be 
met for entrance to schools which provide the advanced train-
ing, and it is the duty of the school to see to it that its 
students are adequately prepared for the competition met in 
these academic fields. 
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Mechanics and stitching, two or the occupations in which 
a high percentage or former students indicated that they had 
received specific training, require still a third type or 
training--manual training. 
The training received by these former students in the past 
indicates the need for a well-rounded program of studies. It 
is important to look into the present program to ascertain how 
ade quately these needs are being met. 
It is again pertinent to quote from the Imperative Needs 
of Youth: 5 
All youth need to develop salable skills and those 
understandings and attitudes that make the worker an in-
telligent and productive participant in economic life. To 
this end, most youth need supervised work experience as 
well as education in the skills and knowledge or their 
occupations. 
Table 42. Where Respondents Secured Training for 
Present Job. 
School 
On the job 
Elsewhere 
Graduates Drop-outs 
40 9 
19 19 
1 0 
Total 
49 
38 
1 
It is the duty or the schools to maintain a close rela-
tionship with employers so that the educators may keep up to 
date with current demands of employers. It is equally impor-
tant for the schools to keep in cont a ct with the local office 
of the United States Employment Service. 
5Na tiona l Association of Secondary-School Principals, 
Planning for Americ a n Youth (Washington, D.C.: The Association, 
1944), p. 43. . 
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Acceptable work habits.-- Table 43 shows that almost two-
thirds of the respondents felt that high school encouraged 
habits of work that were acceptable to employers. Only 5 per 
I cent of the respondents felt that high school did permit habits 
ll of work that were not acceptable to employers. 
11 It must be understood that a question of this type very 
I 
Ji often gives the person with a . particular grudge an opportunity 
1 to voice it. 
Several factors should be taken into consideration when 
interpreting such information: 
1. The individual's emotional stability 
2. Mental maturity 
3. Ability to meet 
It is important to 
new situations and to adjust to them. II 
keep these points in mind when examinin~l 
the following reasons why these former students felt that the 
1 high school 
I 
permitted habits of work not acceptable to their 
II 
V employers. 
1. Not enough stress on appearance 
2. Not enough penalty for tardiness 
3. School permits too much thinking for oneself 
4. No knowledge of how to acquire occupational adjustment 
5. Not enough stress on importance of mathematics and 
English 
6. Efficient work habits not stressed ' 
7. Need knowledge of how to satisfy employer 
-- -~- -~-
Jl 
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The above listing indicates a need for vocational guidance. 
This f a ct is emphasized by Table 43 which shows that approxi-
mately a quarter of the res p ondents felt a need for voc at iona l 
c-<>unse ling. 
Table 43. Number of Respondents Who Felt: School Per-
mitted Habits of Work not Acceptable to Em-
ployers, School Presented a Fair Picture of 
Social-Economic World, Need for Vocational 
Counseling Since Respondents Left School. 
Grad- Per tDrop-Per ' Per 
uates Centtouts CenttTotal Cent 
School permitted habits 
of work not acceptable 
to employer 
Yes 
No 
No Response 
School presented a fair 
picture of social-econ-
omic world 
Yes 
No 
No Response 
Felt need for voc a tional 
counse ling since respond-
ents left school 
Yes 
No 
No Response 
7 
86 
54 
74 
36 
37 
39 
58 
50 
4 4 
60 42 
36 18 
' 
' 
50 25 
25 22 
25 17 
27 
39 
34 
' 
' 
11 
28 
25 
6 11 
66 128 
28 ' 72 
t 
39 99 
34 58 
27 54 
17 50 
44 ' 86 
39 ' 75 
5 
61 
34 
47 
27 
26 
24 
41 
35 
Table 43 shows that slightly less than half of the res~ond­
ents felt that the high school did present a fair picture of 
what the social-economic world would be. 
It may also be observed tha t one-quarter of the graduates 
and approximately one-third of the drop -outs felt that the 
high school did not present a fair picture of the socia l-
economic world. About the school's responsibility in this 
mat ter, Bell6 says: 
This chang ing demand for workers in the various occu-
pations or occupational fields means severa l things to 
those who are responsible for the occupational adjustment 
of young people. In the first place, through realistic 
guidance programs and courses in occupational informa-
tion, students who will eventually be looking for jobs 
should be made aware of occupa tional changes and be given 
the best possible understanding of how to cope with them. 
Furthermore, the limitations of the sphere of sp ecialized 
vocational training must be recognized in order to avoid 
too narrow specialization in particular occupa tions which 
may become obsolete at any time because of social-economic 
or technological change. Finally, youth should be en-
couraged to develop broad interests and abilities, thereby 
increasing their capacity to transfer from one occupation 
to another. 
It is the obligation of educators to prepare youth ade-
quately for what is ahead of them in the world of work . The 
teaching of pedagogical theory has its place, but the youth 
must be prepared to understand and to meet the problems th a t 
are ahead of them. If we are to meet the Imperative Needs of 
Youth, educators must consider these needs and the degree to 
which they are being fulfilled. 
Table 43 also shows that 27 per cent of the graduates and 
17 per cent of the drop-outs expressed a need for vocational 
counseling. If this survey is to be meaningful, and if the 
schooi is to assume its responsibility for these former stu-
dents, then the administrators must see to it that the needs 
of these former students are met with the assistance of the 
school personnel. 
6 Bell, ££• cit., pp. 111-112. 
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Not only is it the responsibility of the school to assist 
these former students and to continue to assist those who 
leave school in the future, but it is of prime importance that 
the school meet the needs of tne present school youth so that 
they will be as well adjusted as possible, both educationally 
and vocationally. 
Table 44. When Respondents Definit~ly Decided Upon an 
Occupation. 
Grad- Per 1Drop- Pert Per 
uates Cent• outs Cent• total Cent 
While on present job 23 16 f 16 25 39 18 
During senior high 
school 28 19 5 8 33 16 
Still undecided 21 14 f 11 17 32 15 
Since leaving high 
school and prior to 
present job 20 14 7 11 
' 
27 13 
Before entering high I 
school 14 9 I 0 14 7 ' 
No Reply 41 28 f 25 39 f 66 3i 
Total 147 64 f 211 
Table 44 shows that approximately one-third of the respond r 
ents decided upon an occupation while on their present job or 
since leaving high school. It may be that these students had 
no opportunity to investigate the occupational opportunities 
open to them while they were in high school. 
Thirty-two, or 15 per cent of the former students indi-
cated that the were still undecided about an occupation. 
It is evident from the resp onses to this question that 
these former students were sadly lacking in occupational in-
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formation. It is also apparent that these students could make 
good use of such information at the present time. It is the 
responsibility of the schools to provide these former students 
with the information necessa ry for occupational adjustment. 
Person who helped with occupational problems . - Table 45 
show s that 57, or 27 per cent of these former students received 
help from no one about their occupational problems. 
Twenty, or 10 per cent of these former students consulted 
the guidance director about their occupational problems. These 
students were from the classes of 1950 and 1951, the first two 
years in which a guidance department was set up in Howe High 
School. 
Table 45. Person v'lho Helped Respondents with Their Oc-
cupational Problems. 
Grad- Per 1 Drop- Per 1 Per 
uates Cent1 outs Cent 1 Total Cent 
No one 37 25 ' 20 31 ' 57 27 
Teacher 19 13 5 8 24 11 
Guidance Director 18 12 2 3 20 10 
Principal 6 4 1 2 7 3 
Friend 1 1 1 2 2 1 
Superintendent 2 1 ' 0 2 1 
Vice principal 1 1 ' 0 1 1 
No Reply 64 43 ' 34 54 98 46 
Total 147 ' 64 f 211 
The importance of adequately guiding our high school youth 
is again evident. An early and continuous presentation of vo-
cational guidance is particularly important if we are to aid 
those students who leave school before their education is 
completed. 
Table 46. Sources of Advice Souglit ;; b¥~Fgrmer;; .. ' 1 ,··;:~;:-;.:;:·, 
Students About Occupational Problems. 
Graduate Drop-out Total 
Employer or supervisor 
Workers on jobs you are now 
interested in 
No one 
Parents, relatives, or adult 
friends of the family 
A school attended since 
leaving high school 
Public employment agency 
Public school ' officials 
Private employment agency 
YMCA or YWCA or similar 
sources 
No Response 
Total 
30 
30 
24 
28 
25 
3 
5 
1 
1 
0 
147 
18 
11 
14 
5 
6 
3 
1 
0 
0 
6 
58 
48 
41 
38 
33 
31 
6 
6 
1 
1 
6 
211 
Table 46 shows that almost one-quarter of these former 
students chiefly sought advice about their occupational prob-
lems from their employers or supervisors. 
Only 6, or 3 per cent, of these former students sought 
advice about their occupational p roblems from public school 
officials. This fact mi ght have been due to the lack of an 
organized guidance program in the high school until 1950. 
Eighteen per cent of the students indicated that they did 
not consult anyone about their occupational problems. It may 
be that a number of these students adjusted easily to their 
new environment and did not have any major occupational prob-
lems. However, it may also be that some of these former stu-
dents do not know how or where to look for help. It is the 
responsibility of the school to provide the students with this 
- -
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information before they leave the school. 
An examination of Tables 44, 45, and 46 shows that the 
school has not played a very important part in assisting the 
former students with their occupational problems. Approximately 
one-fourth of the res p ondents decided upon an occupation be-
fore leaving high school, one-third of the former students re-
ceived help from individual members of the high school faculty, 
and 3 per cent indicated that they sought advice about their 
occupational problems from public school officials. 
Use of office machines.-- This question was included in 
the survey in order to get an idea of the business machines 
that are used most often by the former students so that the 
administrators might have a knowledge of the kinds of machines 
used by former students. This information provides a basis 
for selecting business machines to be purchased for use in a 
course in office practice. This course in office practice is 
to be added to ~he commercial curriculum when the new and 
larger high school is built. 
Table 47. Business Machines Used by Former Students 
Machines Often Occasionally Total 
Adding machine 53 7 60 
Long-carriage typewriter 34 19 53 
Electric typewriter 21 11 32 
Calculator 24 3 27 
Mi meograph 8 16 24 
Comptometer 12 8 20 
Duplicator 9 9 18 
Adding-listing machine 11 1 12 
Edipnone 2 9 11 
Ditto 6 3 9 
Bookkeeping machine 8 0 8 
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Table 47. Business Machines Used by . Former Students. 
(Concluded) 
Machines Often Occasionally Total 
Key-punch machine 3 0 3 
Mimeoscope 2 1 3 
Addressograph 2 0 2 
Audograph Machine 2 0 2 
Billing machine 2 0 2 
Accounts receivable post-
ing machine 1 0 1 
Checkwriter 1 0 1 
Graphtype machine 1 0 1 
Sha dow graph 1 0 1 
Stamp ing Machine 1 0 1 
-Stenotype machine 1 0 1 
Teletype machine 1 0 1 
Business machines at Ho~e High School are conspicuously 
l a cking. During the years 1944 through 1951, when these former 
students were in high school, there were two machines at the 
disposal of the students. One was an adding machine and the 
other a mimeograph machine, which was kept in the office and 
used mostly for administrative purposes. 
Since there were 212 responses to business machines used 
often by the former students, and 95 responses to business mach-
ines used occasionally, it would seem necessary to include more 
business machines in the commercial curriculum in order to 
acquaint the students with business machines and to let them 
understand the manual dexterity needed for operating such 
machines. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR I MPROVEMENT OF THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
Scope.-- One of the objectives of the study was to dis-
cover the value that former students placed upon their high 
school education. A second objective was to obtain suggestions 
from the respondents for improvement of the school curriculum. 
• These suggestions are to be used in evaluating, revising, a nd 
expanding the present school curriculum. 
How helpful has your high school education been to you.--
In evaluating a school program it is necessary to know the 
value placed upon the high school education by the former stu-
dents. It is importa nt to know how effective the school curri-
culum has been and to what extent the needs of the students 
, have been met. 
Table 48. Extent to Which High School Education Helped 
Respondents. 
Very Helpful 
Generally Helpful 
Very Little Help 
Total 
Frequency 
108 
28 
12 
148 
Table 48 shows that approximately three-fourths of these 
respondents f e lt that their high school education was very 
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helpful. Fourteen of these students elaborated by saying that 
they received adequate preparation for college. Six of these 
108 former students said that the English course was very help-
ful; six said that the math course was very helpful; four said 
that the arithmetic course was very helpful, and one said that 
the sciences and liberal arts courses were very helpful. 
Twenty-one of these 108 former students said that they 
were successful in the business world because of their high 
school ed ucation, and twelve respondents said that their high 
school education prepared them for their present positions. 
One student said, »It has given me a greater power to 
understand the world about me as a rational human being--in 
that it has helped me to make a living it has failed." 
Another student said, "Without the interest of the teachers 
and their pushing us, many of us would not have found our 
rightful places in society and in our professions." 
A third student replies, "My high school education has 
given me the knowledge and the maturity to think and act for 
myself and to be independent as far as every-day living and 
k • . d II wor lng are concerne • 
A fourth student said, "My high school education compares 
favorably with the education of students from other schools." 
A fifth student said, "It has been very helpful academi-
cally, but I feel that a more practical aspect should be given 
to living conditions, economies, etc." 
A sixth student said, ltMy high school education was so-so, 
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uncalled for discipline." 
And another student said, "My high school education was 
only half what it should have been. I would have more of a 
chance to get a secretarial job in a bank or an office if I 
could run busd:n.es.s. machines. n 
Ways in which the school can now help former students.--
This question was included in the survey because of the num-
ber of times the writer had incidentally met former students 
with problems, some serious, and some not so serious. However, 
there are times in the lives of former students when a word of 
advice, a suggestion, or the knowledge of a bit of informa tion 
cou ld mean a great deal to the individual. This is particu-
larly true in a small town. The students are quick to return 
to their former teachers for help, and if they knew that a 
guidance service was set up for the benefit of school leavers 
as well as p resent students where they might obtain help with 
their educational or vocational problems, the writer feels 
certain that they would make good use of this opportunity. 
Since many of the suggestions fell into categories, the 
writer has attempted to list the suggestions. 
'16 
Table 49. Ways in Which School Can Now Help Respondent s . 
Frequency 
By extending itself into the life of the 
community, such as in evening school 26 
Correspondence Courses 3 
Provide occupational informa tion 5 
Reference ma terials from teachers 3 
Return to single sessions 5 
Keep individual's records for future reference 4 
Lending library of school texts 3 
Continuation of post-graduate courses 3 
Provide means for drop-outs to receive diploma 4 
[ore instruction in slide rule ·and chemistry 
f ormulas 1 
Tota l 57 
Table 49 shows that 57 r e s p ondents indicated tha t the 
school could be of assistance to them at the present time. 
One-half of these students s a id tha t the school could a ssist 
them by extending itself into the life of the corrrnunity. They 
specifica lly requested that the school conduct an evening school 
fo r adults and include courses concerning vocationa l guidance, 
Eng lish literature, Americ a n literature, grammar, Spa nish, 
an cient history, sewing , cooking , budgeting, algebra , g eometry, 
trigonometry and administration. 
Evening school might be the answer to many of the other 
suggestions listed by these former student s . Reference ma-
terials could be made available to the students, school texts 
would be p rovided , post-gra duate courses would be continued, 
more ins truction in the use of slide rule and chemistry formu-
las could be offered, and evening school could provide a means 
by which drop-outs could receive diplomas. 
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Whether setting up an adu lt education cour s e is fe a sible 
or not the writer cannot say. It may not be possible for a 
town the size of Billerica to set up such a program. An adult 
education program may not be deemed necessary since one of' the 
largest nearby cities has offered an excellent adult education 
program f or many years. It is true, however, that more adults 
might tak e advanta ge of such a progra m, if it were offered in 
their own locality. 
Five respondents requested occupational information. One 
former student asked for information concerning the qualifica-
tions of a clerk typist. A second student requested help in 
deciding what occupation to choose. Three resp ondents sought 
advice about what to do when they l e ft the service. These 
students should have assistance in solving their occupa tional 
problems. 
Suggested ways for improving the high school.-- ll~e ques-
tion of suggestions for improving the high school was included 
in this survey so that the ideas of t h e former students might 
be seriously considered in evalua ting the p resent school pro -
gram. 
Table 50. Suggestions for Improving the High School. 
Suggestions Frequenc~r 
Faculty Improvements: 24 
More understanding teachers 7 
Treat students as individuals 6 
Young er teach rs 5 
Less partiality 4 
Less drastic disciplina ry measures 2 
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Table 50. Suggestions for Improving the High School . 
(Concluded) 
Suggestions 
More intensive homemaking course 
Modern school--more courses, better 
rest rooms, locker rooms 
~ 
Additional vocational training: 
1 echanical 
Agricu lture 
Electricity 
Carpentry 
Hairdressing 
Sewing 
Stitching 
course in modern business machines 
Vocationa l guidance and job counseling 
Course s to hold interest of students 
More thorough science cour ses 
More stress on academic work , less 
stress on sports 
More college preparation 
Pres ent a better picture of life 
outside of school 
Student government 
More specific subject matter 
Ma th 
Phys ical Education 
Public Speaking 
Oral Spanish 
Business English 
Band 
Nurse 's tra ining 
Help for slow students 
Introduce typewriting and book-
keeping in grades 7 and 8 
Total 
Frequenc y 
22 
15 
14 
5 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
13 
13 
7 
6 
5 
3 
2 
2 
7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
135 
What training did you lack that should have been given 
in school.-- Ninety-three of the resp ondents answered this 
question thereby providing material to be considered in the 
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evaluation of the present school program. 
Table 51. Training that Respondents Lacked that Should 
Have Been Given in School. 
A course in business machines 
Educational and vocational guidance 
Moral training (respect for teachers, ability 
to get along with others) 
More science, chemistry and physics 
More business training 
self-confidence, ability to speak before 
groups 
Hea lth and sex education 
Driver education 
Higher math 
More discipline 
More emphasis on current world affairs 
More machines and electricity 
More math 
More specific job training 
More understanding, treat students as 
individuals 
More preparation for college 
Every student should take at least one 
foreign language 
Learn good study habits 
More discussion of economic conditions, money 
and budgets 
Reading aloud 
Specific subject matter : 
Business English 
Art 
Blueprint reading 
History 
Agriculture 
Machines and electricity 
Meteorology 
Physical education 
Physics 
salesmanship 
Shop 
Writing 
Training in logical thinking 
\Vhat to expect in the business world, 
how to meet competition 
Total 
Frequency 
19 
9 
9 
6 
5 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Summary.-- The majority of resp ondents felt tha t their 
high school education had been help ful to them both education-
ally a nd vocationally. 
A large number of resp ondents felt that the high school 
cou ld be of further assistance to them by extending itself into 
the life of the community by means of evening school classes 
and p roviding occupational information. 
The former students felt that the high school curriculum 
could be improved with the addition of courses of vocational 
training and with more understanding and consideration on the 
part of the faculty. 
The greatest percentage of resp ondents indicated that 
they l a cked tra ining in business machines which should have 
b e en given in school. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SU~MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary.-- The purpos e of this study was to identify the 
adjustments necessary to meet the needs of the majority of 
students who enter the world of work after graduation, and to 
indicate, as a result of suggestions by former students, how 
the program may be organized to hold the interest of the drop-
outs. 
Since it has been estimated that the high school popula-
tion will more than triple within the next ten years, it is 
necessary to consider evaluating, revising, and expanding the 
present curriculum to meet the needs of all students. 
Three main objectives of the study were: 
1. To judge how effectively the former students were pre-
pared for the future. 
2. To determine the strengths and weaknesses of the pre-
sent curriculum. 
3. To use the findings of this study as a basis for re-
vising and expanding the curriculum in the light of 
unmet needs. 
The survey was made through the use of a questionnaire 
which was duplicated, assembled, delivered and returned, to 
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some extent, with the assistance of the high school students. 
Seven hundred forty-three forms were sent out, and a total of 
211 questionnaires were returned. 
Conclusions of general information.-- The following con-
clusions were based on the data provided by the respondents 
concerning their personal status: 
1. The most important factor contributing to the small 
percentage of questionnaires returned was that 30 per 
cent of the 743 students surveyed had moved from 
Billerica leaving no forwarding address. 
2. More than twice as many drop-outs as graduates were 
rna~ried at the time of the survey and had married 
within a year after leaving school. 
3. At the time of the survey slightly less than one-half 
of the graduates and one-third of the drop-outs were 
employed full time; one-eighth of the graduates and 
one-half of the drop-outs were listed as housewives; 
14 per cent of the graduates and 1 per cent of the 
drop-outs were enrolled in college, and approximately 
the same percentage of graduates as drop-outs were en-
listed in the armed services. 
Conclusions concerning educational history.-- The follow-
ing conclusions are based upon the data provided by the re-
spondents concerning their educational history: 
1. Seventy per cent of the respondents graduated from 
high school, two-thirds of whom were girls. Slightly 
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more than half of the drop-outs who responded were 
girls. 
2. The majority of students dropped out of school in 
grades nine and eleven at the ages of sixteen and se-
venteen. The greatest number of reasons given were 
lack of interest, to go to work, or needed at home. 
3. Although the technical and classical courses consti-
tute one-half of the curricula, only 27 per cent of 
the 743 students surveyed were enrolled in these 
courses. 
4. English, arithmetic, typewriting, and bookkeeping were 
the four subjects which the former graduates and drop-
outs rated as having the most general and vocational 
v 
value. 
5. Science, music, art, and Spanish were the four sub-
jects rated as having the least general value by both 
former graduates and drop-outs. 
6:. Science, music, and physical education were three sub-
jects rated by former graduates and drop-outs as having 
the least vocational value. 
7. commercial subjects, bookkeeping, office machines, 
typewriting, and shorthand were the four subjects not 
elected which the respondents expressed the greatest 
desire to have studied. 
8. More than one-fourth of the respondents would like to 
have more vocational training, especially in the fields 
---'=-"'= -· -- ----- ==== 
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of business (especially business machines), science, 
and mathematics. 
9. The largest percentage of respondents felt that their 
high-school education had helped or will help them a 
great deal to earn a living. However, the greatest 
percentage of drop-outs felt that their high school 
education benefited them only moderately in earning a 
living. 
Education beyond high school.--
1. Forty-three per cent of the respondents continued 
their education beyond high school. 
2. The majority of students chose the school because it 
offered the best course available in their chosen 
field. 
3. One-third attended colleges or universities, business 
schools, or schools of nursing . 
4. One out of twenty of those who attended college did 
not complete their advanced education. 
5. Sixteen per cent of the students received scholarships--
one-third for academic achievement. Slightly less 
than half were financial loans, and the remaining were 
for both athletic and academic ability. 
6. Four boys were enrolled in post-graduate work on the 
master's level at the time of the survey. 
7. One-half of the respondents who attended college did 
part-time work to help pay expenses. The majority did 
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office or waitress work. 
8. Three-quarters or these respondents felt that their 
academic high school education did prepare them for 
college. 
9. The majority of these respondents indicated that there 
was a need for educational and vocational guidance in 
the high school. 
Conclusions concerning occupational history.-- The rollow-
ing conclusions are based on the data provided by the respond-
ents concerning their occupational history. 
1. The largest percentage of former graduates were employed 
full time in the clerical and sale, service, profes-
sional and managerial occupations. 
2. Approximately two-thirds of the respondents changed 
their jobs twice or more, indicating the following 
reasons for change: better jobs, laid off, armed 
services, and marriage. It is important not only to 
place each student in a job, but to satisfactorily 
place him in a job for which he is most capable, and 
in which he has the most job satisfaction. 
6. The greatest percentage of former graduates had ob-
tained their first full-time job within two months 
after leaving school as compared to the drop-outs, 20 
per cent of whom had not received a full-time job 
four months after leaving school. 
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4. The majority of both graduates and drop-outs secured 
their present position through personal application. 
5. The greatest number of both graduates and drop-outs 
felt that their present job offered them great oppor-
tunity for advancement, although twice as many drop-
outs as graduates felt that their present job was dead-
end, or they did not know about the opportunities for 
advancement. It is important for the school to set up 
a good relationship with the local public employment 
office. 
6. The average weekly salary was very similar for both 
graduates and drop-outs, and approximately the same 
percentage of graduates as drop-outs reported that 
they were satisfied with their jobs. 
7. Twice as many graduates as drop-outs reported that they 
secured their occupational training in school, and only 
a very small percentage of respondents felt that school 
did permit habits of work not acceptable to employers. 
8. Approximately one-quarter of the graduates and one-
third of the drop-outs felt that the high school d i d 
not present a fair picture of the social-economic 
world. 
9. Twenty-seven per cent of the former graduates, and 17 
per cent of the drop-outs expressed a need for voca-
t i onal c ouh's"el·;tng • 
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10. Approximately one-quarter of the respondents decided 
upon an occupation before leaving high school, one-
third of the former students received help from indi-
vidual members of the high school faculty, and 3 per 
cent indicated that they sought advice about their 
occupational problems from public officials. 
11. The data show that ~3 different kinds of business 
machines are used often by respondents. Two hundred 
and twelve responses were recorded as a total. Ninety-
five responses were recorded for the total number of 
business machines used occasionally by the respond-
ents. This indicates that many respondents use more 
than one type of business machine. 
As was previously stated, the purnose of this study was 
to identify the adjustments necessa ry to meet the needs of the 
majority of students who enter the world of work and to indi-
ca te, through suggestions of former students, how the program 
might be organized to hold the interest - of drop-outs. 
Adjustments needed.--
1. Since the majority of students who drop out of school 
do so at the ages of sixteen and seventeen, and in 
grades nine and eleven, it is important to offer a 
course in occupational information in the first yea r 
of high school, if not in junior high school, to pro-
vide these students with an understanding of job oppor-
tunities, placement, requirements, and advancement. 
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2. A basic elementary course should be offered to provide 
the students with the understanding of social-economic 
changes. 
3. A school placement service--at least a clos e associa-
tion with the U.S. Employment Service--should be made 
to assist drop-outs and graduates in securing jobs for 
which they are suited. 
4. An extensive guidance program should be well organized 
in the junior high school as well as the high school~ 
such a program that would help the students to under-
stand their own problems and assist them in solving 
those problems. 
5. A reorganization and broadening of the present curric~­
lum should be made in an attempt to satisfy the great-
est percentage of students who enroll in the general 
course. Offering more vocational courses and subjects 
of a more general interest to the majority of students 
might decrease the large percentage of drop-outs each 
year. 
Recorr~endations made on the basis of this study.-- The 
rollowing recommendations are made on the basis of this sur-
vey. It is with the realization that much more study is re-
quired for a complete evaluation of the present school program. 
However, it is hoped that the opinions, suggestions, and con-
clusions given by the former students and the writer in this 
survey will prove to be of some assistance in the revision and 
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expansion of the present school program. 
1. Further study of the shop courses should be made in 
order to determine the feasibility of expanding the 
program to meet the needs of non-academic students. 
2. An evaluation of the present science courses should be 
made to discover why so many of the former students 
felt that they were poorly prepared in this field. 
3. Immediate consideration should be given to the addi-
tion of a course in business machines. Since so many 
of the former graduates have to use them in their 
present positions, it is likely tha t the future school 
leavers will be called upon to operate business 
machines. 
4. Immediate consideration should be given to the reasons 
why drop-outs leave school. The curriculum should be 
planned for the majority of the students and designed 
to hold their interest in order to keep them in school 
until their high school education is complete. 
5. Consideration should be given to the educational and 
vocational adjustment of the former students. Many of 
the former students are in need of guidance, which the 
school might provide for them. 
6. An effort should be made to provide adequate guidance 
services to all students. The students in the seventh 
and eighth grades should receive educational and voca-
tional guidance in order to make their plans and in-
= - ---=-=--==-= ---~~---'-----"'~="'---=' 
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vestigate the soundness of them. 
7. A revision of the English cburse of study should be 
made to provide the business and general-course stu-
dents with the kind of subject matter most relevant to 
their needs. 
Limitations of this survey.-- This study is exposed to the 
limitations of a survey made by questionnaire: 
1. A small number of returns cannot possibly be represen-
tative of the whole group. 
2. Replies to questions of opinion may be colored because 
of length of time students were out of school. 
3. It is time-consuming for the respondent, who might not 
answer as carefully as he otherwise would. 
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APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAI RE, COVERING LETTER, 
FOLLOW-UP POSTCARD AND LETTER 
-=---
-=--~ - - --=..--=--= --
H 0 W E H I G H S C H 0 0 L 
Boston Ro a d 
Billerica, Massac~usetts 
Dear Former Student, 
In the interest of Howe Hi gh School, will you please 
g i v e me a fe w minutes of your t i~e by looking ove r the 
enclosed inquiry form a nd a n swe ring it carefu lly. 
At the last to'tm meeting , money was appropriated in 
the interest of a new hi gh school. As a former student, 
you certainly must realize the i mportance of this decision. 
While you were in school you may have been critical of 
courses offered to the individual. If s o, will you kindly 
take this opportunity to make sug gestions fo r improvements 
so that the students v.rho will attend Hov.Je Hi gh School in 
the future may benefit by your experiences . Any informa-
tion that you provide will b e kept str ictly confidenti a l. 
Your comments ~nrill be used c onstructively in revising a n d · 
e xpanding the curriculum . 
As a personal favor, will you please answer the 
questionnaire and retur n it i mmediately so that I may 
c ompile the results. Your co-op eration will be great l y 
a ppreciated. 
Sincerely yours, 
June 9, 1952 
Dear Former Student, 
Will you please take a few minutes to answer 
~he inquiry form which was sent to you a few days 
l 
ago. 
Your promptness in returning the questionnaire 
will be greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely y~r~, 
~tf, ,&:;:ta~-d: 
..................... ------------------~ 
Follo-vr-u~) 3tudy of Former St1.'donto of 
Hollo Hizh School, Dilleri ca , ~ 1a s so.chusetts 
Personal Hi3t o:--y 
: !a~e ____ _.~~~~--------------~--~----------Lu.ct First 1.iicrct:;_c I1nt.ial Date of Dirth ~~~~~~- ----------
1-Iaidcn lial;lc ____________________ ~--------------------------
;·.dq!~C0 0~. ~----.,.---r-----------mr----------::=:-;:--;----- ---· Street · Tmm State 
~ Iar:L -Gal stat us : Single_ lla.rried_ Divorced ,iidOi·ted Separated_ 
If r.1an~ied ; hou soon 1fcrc you mar:dcd aft er you lei't school '? Please check: 
Leo ::; L1an one year_ 1 yr._ 2 yrs._ 3 yrs._ 4 yrs._ 5 ;.rrs._.__ 
:J:iuc.at ional IList ory 
Did y ou graduate from hi;:;h school"~ Yes _ liQ __ Year Graduated ____________ _ 
If your ansuer is no, pl<!!anc s tate ·!:;he 8rade in u~d_ ch y ou lef·~ school, 
Year you left, school_, Asc at l eaving school. ---------
Your reason for leaving school-... check 
Gr.:tduated 
l'oor Scholarship 
l ack of interest 
Disciplinary diffictlities 
tl1e principal r e ason only: 
l~nancial reasons 
Help neoc.3d at hon e 
_;.ar:J:ia:;e 
'l'o z o t o uork 
Illness Family moved auay 
Other (specify) 
-----------------------------~--------------------------
Course elected .in high scl10ol--pleasc chccl:: C'10nc ral Co:mmcn~cial 
8lassical-- .:..'cchnical -
Jhich subjcct.s, not elcc·t.cd or not offered, do you 1-Iish you had st,udicd? 
,Do you !'oel that you:r hiah school Gducat.ion has halpod or l7J.ll help you to earn a 
livins7 I~ llt·tla_ ~ ·  f'air am0\u1·t__ ~·~ great daal_ 
.Jould you like to have nore t.raini<l3 of a specific vocational nature offered? 
Yes_ Ho_ Sug.-;cstion3 
------------------------------------------------
Of the subjects Which you took in high school, ·uhich do you consider of most value 
to you and which subjects have been of least value to you? 
English 
Arit hmetic 
Al r-;ebra 
Geomet 
Science 
Ch~E:::i. s·cry 
Subjects 
f 
t Check if Talten 
General · Value 
liost ' Least. 
; . 
Vocational Value 
Host Least 
Pn~~sic~.s~~~----------.---------------------~--------~-------T----------~--------­---1/.--.  Soci al Sci ence 
I ' Lat~i~n~--------------~~------------------~~--------r--------r----------~--------t-fench ·~--------------~------------------~-------T------~--------~---------C: ,-) a:-~; ' 'h 
'-'t. .... . ;..;::.:"'~...,...------....... ----..:..-------..-------,------:.------;-------TVoew~.~i~t~i=n~g~--------~~~_. ____ ._ __________ r---------~-------r----------~-----ro :)l.:kce<Ji l'!g 
Economics 
Sh~ Cour~£;S~--------~------------~------.---------.-~----~----------~-----­
Hoi'1C gconomics 
('nle follovr.i.ng secti(m should be Omitted if you did .not attend school or college afte:· 
graduation from high school) 
Please list below the schools or colleges you have attended since leaving high school : 
Name of School Course 
Date · 1 Dat e 1 !tcason 
Ent,cted 1 Left. 1 For Lcavipg 
Degree 
Or Certificate 
Did ybu receive a scholar ship'? Yes_ Ho_ If 11yes, 11 check reason: 
Athletic ability_ 1~cademic ability_ Doth_ Other (specify) _____ __. __ _ 
Did you take or are you taldng post graduate uork? Yes No_ If "yes~ 11 where? 
In What Field? --------------------·------------------~ ------------------------------
Did you uorlc du:rlng your college career t o help pay your expenses? Yes_ No_ 
-~ - !~s,"~t~dyoo~?------------------------------
~ Jhat. is your average salary per l'~el~ '? (Check the one that applies) 
·::;10 o:-c under ~;25 ~ -~~2-9 ~,i40 ~ ::~44 ')55 - ~:~59 :.~70 - ~~74 
·:~11 - :::>19 _::; --$3b -- 1 ~P34_ :;?4) - }49 = q6o - ::?64 - ::P75 - ~19 -
:·.;2o - ~:~24 . __.. · _ :.?35 - ~:~39 _ :}50 - :)54 _ ~ ..>65 - ::~69 = :)Do or over 
-···-ti.re- ;.ou satisfied -vrl.th your present position? Y·Js_ No_ 
Hcr;ard.lcss of available opportunities, v:hat. kin1 of uorlc -vrould you like to do most.? 
-----------------------------------------------------------
j .~: you arc unemployed, check reasons: 
I.o available j':)bS Lack of infiuen<"c 
La~k of training 
Lack of experience 
Oct:upicd -..rl. tl' llomc duties 
Don't lmou hou to hunt 
. others (specify) 
~~----------------~-------
F:Jr what occupations have you had special t.raining? ______________ .-~ .. - --. 
:lhere did you secu..""C the needed traini.ng tor your present. job? In school. _____ _ 
On the job _ El.se"t-Jhore (spqci:f'y) ____________________ _ 
Did school pennit habits of work 1-1hich are not acceptable to your employer? Yes_ No_ Specify ____________________________ _ 
Did school give you a !air picture of uha:t. the social-economic uorld 't-rould be? 
Yes No 
--
f~ve you felt a need for vocational couu1seling since you left school? Yes__ No 
From what sources chiefly have you sought advice about occupational problems since 
leo.ving school? 
Ho one _ Private employment agency 
Public school officials Parents; relatives, or adult -
A school attended since leaving - friends of the family -
high school - Uorl~ers on jobs you are 
Y1 ICA or YlTCA or sir,rl.lar sources interested in 
Public emploY1nent agency lmployer or supervisor 
others (specify) ________________ ~--------~-----------------------
'i lhen did you decide definitely on lJhat you nou c::pect is going to be your rogular 
occupation? 
Still undecided Since leaving high school and 
Before entering Senior Hir;h School prior to present job 
During Senior High School 't lhile on present job Ohl1er (specify) ______________________________________________________ _ 
~ lith vThom did you talk at high school, if wit.h .ouvo1lti1 uho helped you uith your 
occupational probl..e.ms? ....... . - . . . -· 
Chock any of the following reasons that 
school: Convenience 
influenced you in choosing your college or 
Received scholarship 
EconOiey" 
Religious faith _ 
rest c~urse available 
i..n cl.osen field -
LU:ed parti cular college 
Friends or relatives 
attended 
others (sp8ci.fy ) _____ _ 
Do you feel that your academic education prepared you for collegf? Yes no 
--
r:omPcnt. ___________________ ...._ _______ ......., ________ _ 
Occupational History 
."..t the present time, rlhat is your occupational status? 
How c:ml)loyE:d _ Full time_ Part time_ 
In school or college full time Part time 
Unemployed and seold.ii[f"uork_ - -
In the service: ·<\.rntv Coast Guard_ 
Havy - Air Force Harines= other (specify) __________ _ 
Please list below all the jobs you have held since leavin~ high school: 
. bat.e 15a te' Ml Part ' neason 
Firm's Harne Address Degan ' Left I rosition I Tir.le I Time I For Leaving 
' . 
Number of months bett-Tcen leaving school and first full-time job? 
-------------------
HoH did you get your present position? 
Personal application Private f'ree employment agency 
Parents Fee charging agency 
llelatives Hant ad in neuspaper 
Friends School or college 
Public free employment agency_ Hecallod by former employer other (specify) __________________________________________________ ___ -
To 'What e.."'Ctent docs your job offer opportunities for advancement? 
Dead-end job Offers great opuortunity 
Offers 1imi ted opportunity - Don't knou • 
Please check the follow.i.ng office machines that you use in your lrork. 
:t-fachines ~--------------~-Ediphone , -----··--'1 __ , ___________ _ 
Dictaphone _.,···- ·-----------Lo~~n..;.~.:.;.-c~a.;;.r~n·-ag-.. -e--:-ty-·-;e ... m-~-.·t'r"""c!'..,.· :::::::::::· ,., _____________________ :-_-_:_-.'T' 
Electric typewnter : ______ _ 
rn:: --r uu~1eograph 
l;fi.r.lGOSCOpe 
Di·0to l-iachine ~~~~~~~~-------------------··---------------T-DU~~p~l=i~c~a~t~o.;;.r~~--~~~·~----~·------
= :Ta hi ------..----------, ·------------------..---------Burrou.:;hs Addinc1 1' c n~~-----r---------'"'"\ 14inr~e Calculator 
~- ---r------·----..-------------uundstrand addin<;;··listi~ machine 
~ ~----...-.----------.-----------------------nenington fbnd adc~ing m·:chine 
Cor,lPtomo tor .o;~;o;...;;..-;;~...;.;;..;...-:-::,....,----------r .. _,...----Otf1ers (spcd.fy) 
-.-----------------------------------------------~----------------------------------.-
General Informat,ion 
Are there any ways in which the school can help you nou? Hol-T? 
------------------------
Can you suggest ways for improv.U1g the hiGh school? 
--------------------------------------
Uhat training did you lack that should have been ::;iven in school? ________ _ 
Ihu helpful has your high school education been to you? 
--------------------------~-
H 0 U E H I G H S C H 0 0 L 
Boston Road 
Billerica) !Iassach·.:sotts 
D8ccmber 1, 1952 
Dear Former Student, · 
Las t June I sent you one of the enclosed questionnaires. 
I realize uhat a busy time that was lv.Uh vacation plans 
and that you may be even busier no\·T 1-ri. t :1 pr epc..raticns for 
the holidays. Howe ver, ;rcm't yo1.1. pl cas J take a few 
minutes to chock the inquiry fom and r eturn it to me 
irmnediatcly. 1hesc fc>;T r.rl.nutc s ;:).f y our timo uill mean 
:mu.ch to me and perhaps to you. 
'll1is survey is being made to help the future students 
of Heme High School benefit. by· ;Tour oducatiohal experience. 
'nw achninist ration 1rlshos to pr ov:id.G for the needs of these 
students in a nmr hi r~h school by expanding and r evising 
the curriculum. You can help thc:m, 
The re ::mlts of this survey will also be used in a 
thesis at tho Jos t en Univcrriity, School of Education and 
I personall y shall appreciate your co-operation. 
Sincerely yours, 
~r ... cr· ~~~ 
